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ABSTRACT 

Rats were trained to locate food rewards in a subset of maze arms over 

fifty trials in one of two radial mazes. One group was trained on this foraging task in a 

walled radial maze used by LaMendola & Bever (1997), and the other group was trained 

in a more conventional nmway style radial maze. Experiment 1 demonstrated both 

quantitative and qualitative differences in foraging behavior amongst untreated control 

rats. Experiment 2 demonstrated different left-right asymmetries for learning in each 

maze. Asymmetries were elicited by locally anesthetizing the same side of a rat's 

whiskers throughout training. When rats were trained on the runway maze, they made 

fewer errors when their left whiskers were intact. When trained on the walled maze, rats 

made fewer errors when their right whiskers were intact. Quahtative differences in arm 

choice behavior accompanied the asymmetry in the walled maze only. Experiment 3 

demonstrated that rats were affected in different ways to rotation of either intramaze or 

extramaze visual cues in either maze. Arm choice accuracy was adversely affected when 

the rewards were rotated with respect to the extramaze cues in the runway maze, and 

intramaze cues in the walled maze. Left-right differences amongst whisker treated rats 

emerged only in the walled maze. Cumulatively, the results suggest that rats use different 

foraging strategies to solve the same task in two different maze conditions. The strateg>' 

associated with each maze elicited unique contributions from each hemisphere. Left-

right asymmetries emerged for the performance measures in the runway maze, and for 

both performance and arm choice measures in the walled maze. This suggested that the 

walled maze required more involvement of the cerebral hemispheres in the processing of 
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the task. Each hemisphere solved the task in qualitatively different ways. The LH used 

an abstract or allocentric spatial strategy to represent the locations of rewards across 

trials, while the RH used an egocentric strategy to keep track of the rat's movement 

through the maze within a trial. No such specialization was found between hemispheres 

in the runway maze because of the dependence on the hippocampus for cognitive 

processing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The nature of cerebral asymmetries pervades the behavioral and biomedical 

fields. The study of asymmetries started with the first clinical reports by Paul Broca, and 

has continued unabated. Asymmetries of structure can be observed at many levels of 

both the central and peripheral nervous system. Fimctional asymmetries are evident in 

many psychological processes including emotion, perception, cognition, learning, and 

attention; yet, characterizing the roles of the left and right hemispheres of the brain (LH 

and RH, respectively) has generated as much confusion as it has understanding. Much of 

this confusion stems from the pursuit of parsimony. Many researchers in the latter half of 

the twentieth century characterized the functions of the LH and RH in terms of a single 

skill or cognitive processing dimension. Each hemisphere was defined by a common set 

of skills or single mode of processing. But, the complexity of mental representations and 

the nervous system suggests that it was a fruitless attempt to reduce such a complex 

phenomenon to a single processing dimension. 

Beaumont (1997) has recently offered the sobering opinion that the study of 

cerebral asymmetries is based on many unproven assumptions about the anatomical basis 

for asymmetries and their relation to functional lateralization. The path to our current 

understanding has been littered with untestable hypotheses, questionable methodologies 

and confounding experimental data. With such an inconclusive research history and 

Beaumont's concerns in mind, the best starting point for discussing cerebral asymmetries 
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would be with a description of anatomical asymmetries in brain structure and chemical 

distribution. 
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2. ANATOMICAL ASYMMETRIES IN THE HUMAN BRAIN 

2.1. STRUCTURAL BRAIN ASYMMETRIES 

One of the assumptions underlying the study cerebral asymmetries is that the two 

hemispheres of the brain function differently at an anatomical or chemical level. Few 

would argue that two hemispheres of the brain could process information in qualitatively 

different ways without such structural differences. In the limiting case of two 

anatomically equivalent hemispheres, it would be expected a function would become 

lateralized to each hemisphere in exactly half of the population. Since directional biases 

do exist in the population for such functions, there are likely anatomical differences 

between the LH and RH. It is important to understand the ways in which the two cerebral 

hemispheres differ from one another. 

In lieu of listing reports of anatomical asymmetries across the LH and RH, it is 

more compelling to describe them as they relate to the organization for a cognitive 

fimction such as language. The neural substrates for language are well specified and well 

lateralized. By comparing the neural regions associated with language processing in the 

dominant LH to homotopic regions in the RH, it is possible to assess which structural or 

chemical differences might account for the behavioral asymmetries. Geschwind and 

Levitsky (1968) compared cytoarchitectonic regions of the temporal lobe associated with 

language in the hemispheres of 100 post-mortem human brains. The target area, the 

planum temporale, is auditory association cortex located on the upper surface of the 
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temporal lobe behind Heschl's gyrus and near Wernicke's area. They reported that the 

surface area of the planum temporale was larger in the LH in 70% of the brains 

examined, compared to only 10% in the RH. Nearly all subsequent reports corroborate 

the finding that the temporal lobe is larger and covers more surface area in the LH than 

the RH (early post-mortem accoimts are summarized in Geschwind and Galaburda, 1987, 

Table 5.1; Hellige, et al, 1998 and Steinmetz, et al, 1990 have provided more recent 

imaging accoimts). 

Galaburda (1991) later re-analyzed the original results reported by Geschwind and 

Levitsky (1968) to determine whether the asymmetry for the planum temporale was due 

to an increase in size of the larger hemisphere or a reduction in size of the smaller 

hemisphere. Galaburda compared the size of the plana in the LH and RH when each was 

the larger of the two in a subject and when each was the smaller of the two. When the 

planum temporale was larger in the LH, it was roughly the same size as when it was 

larger in the RH, however, the smaller RH was significantly smaller than the LH. 

Galaburda concluded, firom these results, that brain asymmetries were due to a reduction 

in size of the smaller hemisphere (Galaburda, et al, 1987). A recent paper by Amunts, et 

al (1999) demonstrates that cells are packed more densely in the cytoarchitectonic regions 

corresponding to Broca's areas in male human brains in the LH (Broadman's area 44). 

Thus, homotopic language regions in the RH structurally differ fi-om the LH in terms of 

their size and cell density. 
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Geschwind and Levitsky (1968) measured the planum temporale because it was 

cytoarchitectonically well defined and it was located in an area of the brain that 

overlapped with the dorsal portion of Wernicke's area. It was not explicitly associated 

with language functions, per se, but rather correlated with high-level auditory perception. 

With the recent development of fimctional imaging techniques, researchers are now able 

to determine whether or not planum temporale asymmetries correlate with language 

ability in hvraians. The results, thus far, are mixed. Tzourio, et al (1998) report that such 

a correlation exists. The authors aligned structural MRI scans of the temporal surface of 

the brain with PET scan data as subjects listed to stories read to them aloud. The MRI 

date revealed that in seven of the nine subjects, the surface areas of the planum temporale 

was larger in the LH. The accompanying PET data showed that there was greater 

activation of the LH temporal lobe compared to the RH. Other reports, however, failed to 

find a correlation between LH asymmetries for the planum temporale and language 

abilities. It is generally reported that perception or discrimination tasks involving verbal 

stimuli elicit a right ear or visual field superiority (contralateral to the language dominant 

LH). Hellige, et al (1998) failed to find a correlation between a right visual field 

superiority for word-like stimuli and LH asynmietries for the planum temporale. Jancke 

& Steinmetz (1993) report the same failure with auditory stimuli presented to the right 

ear. Thus, a LH structural asymmetry for the planum temporale was not a good predictor 

of ear superiority for language stimuli. 

2.2. INDIVIDUAL VARIANCE AND ANATOMICAL ASYMMETRIES 
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Several individual characteristics, such as handedness and gender, can affect the 

direction and degree of structural and functional asjonmetries. The general conclusions 

from analyses of brain organization in right- and left-handers are that left-handed brains 

tend to be less asymmetric and be more prone to anomalous patterns of dominance 

(Geschwind & Galaburda, 1987). The relationship of handedness to asymmetries can be 

traced back to Broca, who believed that the two were inextricably intertwined. Because 

of the manner in which motor neurons project from the body to the brain, Broca assimied 

that the hemisphere contralateral to the dominant hand was responsible for language 

functions. While this may have been true for much of the population, aphasia in left-

handed subjects was more often associated with damage to the LH than the RH 

(Goodglass & Quadfasel, 1954). Annett (1978) proposed that hand preference was a 

statistically heritable trait, linked to a specific gene that controlled the cerebral 

dominance for language. '^Tien the "right-shift" gene is present in an individual, cerebral 

dominance for language develops in the LH (the right-shift refers to the dominant hand). 

When the gene is absent, the pattern of dominance is assigned randomly, but not 

necessarily the reverse pattern. She does not believe that the same gene controls both 

handedness and language dominance, but rather that dominance patterns of the two are 

correlated with one another. Corballis (1991, 1998) has proposed that the link between 

language and hand preference may have evolved from manual motor performance. He 

posits that an asymmetric organization of limb specialization would be advantageous for 

coordinated manipulative activities. An extreme example of this from another species is 

the asymmetry in the claws of a lobster. One claw is the pincer while the other is the 
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crusher (Govind, 1992). Limbs specialized for different motor function might give rise to 

specialization in the contralateral hemisphere (Bradshaw & Rogers, 1993). On this 

speculation, language functions in the LH evolved from communicative behaviors 

(gestural signs) performed with the right hand. 

If cerebral dominance evolved from hand preferences for manual skills in 

humans, then such preferences may be well conserved in non-human primate species. 

Non-human primates show strong limb preferences for a wide range of manual skills at 

the individual and population levels (MacNeilage, Studdert-Kennedy, 8c Lindblom, 

1987). In general, non-himian primates use their right hand to manipulate objects and 

their left hand for visually guided movements. Bradshaw and Rogers (1993) have also 

argued that the right hand is dominant for tool use in the monkeys and the left hand is 

dominant for maintaining posture and reaching behaviors. More recent laboratory 

experiments have corroborated the conclusion that the right hand is dominant for 

complex reaching (tasks that involve moving and/or holding apertures, locks, windows, 

etc. to obtain food) and the manipulation of tools and objects (Andrews & Rosenblum, 

1994; Hook-Costigan & Rogers, 1996; Hopkins & de Waal, 1995; Hopkins & Femandez-

Carriba, 2000; Spinozzi & Truppa, 1999; Westergaard &. Suomi, 1994, 1996). Speech is 

arguably the most complex motor behavior in which humans engage requiring the timing 

and co-ordination of many muscle groups. There is inferential evidence that functional 

asymmetries for language in humans is evolutionarily derived from motor asymmetries in 

the hands. 
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Gender also interacts with cerebral asymmetries. The two general claims that 

have been made in the literature are that males tend to be more asymmetric than females, 

and that they tend to be more biased to the RH (McGlone, 1980). Correspondingly, it has 

been demonstrated that males perform better on RH visuo-spatial tasks, and females 

perform better on LH verbal tasks (Macoby & Jacklin, 1974; Wittig & Petersen, 1979). 

While attempts have been made to offer a sociobiological rationale for such differences, 

Geschwind & Galaburda (1987) have proposed that testosterone plays a central role in 

determining cerebral dominance during fetal development. Specifically, testosterone 

selectively delays the development of the LH in males causing a "right-shift" bias. Why 

these effects are limited to the LH is not explained, however. Geschwind and Galaburda 

argue that other developmental disorders in males may also be attributed to the delaying 

effects of testosterone on the developing brain. Because testosterone retards the 

development of brain structures involved in immunity, males (and left handed 

individuals) are more likely to be afflicted with autoimmune disorders and immune 

sensitive diseases such as asthma and allergies. Dyslexia is 10 times more common in 

males than females and may be linked to the delay in development of the LH. Lastly, the 

testosterone hypothesis may account for the fact that left-handedness is more prevalent in 

males than females in the population (Gilbert & Wisocki, 1992). 

In sum, the two hemispheres of the brain exhibit structural asymmetries in cortical 

regions related to language ftmctions for cortical surface area, volume, and cell packing 
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densities. The ontogeny of these differences likely has a genetic component that controls 

side of dominance for language functions. Factors such as handedness and gender may 

significantly alter the expression of lateral dominance. Handedness in the individual may 

be genetically transmitted, as a population bias may have evolved for manual 

specialization. These factors make it difficult to predict asymmetries in the individual, 

yet do allow for genersilizations to be made across the population. One last factor that 

has not been discussed is how the two cerebral hemispheres function together. 

2.3. THE CORPUS CALLOSUM 

The two sides of the brain are not isolated from one another. They are heavily 

interconnected via different sets of fibers, the largest of which is the corpus callosimi. 

Historically, very little functional significance was attributed to the callosum, but the 

early work of Bogen and Sperry in the 1950's demonstrated that it was critically involved 

in integrating information presented to both sides of the brain. Their initial work focused 

on the effects of severing the callosal fibers (the so-called 'split-brain' phenomenon) in 

humans (reviewed in Gazzaniga, Sperry, & Bogen, 1992). In one experiment, patients 

were shown an image of an object and asked to find the object amidst an array^ of 

distracter objects. The objects were laid out on a table that was shrouded by a curtain, so 

subjects were forced identify objects factually. Split-brain patients were unable to find 

the object with their left hand if the image of the object was presented to their right visxial 

field. They were only able to identify the object when its image was presented to the 

visual field ipsilateral to the hand being used to reach for the object. It appeared as if the 
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ipsilateral hand and hemisphere were no longer able to communicate with one another in 

split-brain patients. Co-occurring infonimation could not be integrated across the midline 

of the body, or across the two hemispheres. The callosum clearly played an important 

role in integrating and transferring information between the hemispheres. 

Anatomically, the callosum consists of long myelinated axon fibers that are 

topographically organized. Homotopic regions of cortex across the two hemispheres are 

connected with one another, though there: is evidence for heterotopic convergence, as 

well. For example, it has been reported tliat fibers originating from parietal cortex 

converge on contralateral prefrontal areas (Kennedy, et al, 1991). In general, frontal 

regions of the brain are connected via fibers in the rostral part of the callosimi and more 

posterior regions of cortex are connected via fibers in the caudal part (summarized by 

Pandya & Seltzer, 1986). The density of callosal fibers varies as a fiinction of brain 

region. Sensory and motor cortices are connected by larger denser fibers while frontal 

and association area cortices are connected by thinner, less dense fibers (Aboitiz, et al, 

1992a). Much like the anatomical asymiMetries in humans, there are individual 

differences in callosal thickness and density based on factors like sex (Aboitiz, et al, 

1992b) and handedness (Witelson, 1985^. 

A fundamental question about the= corpus callosum is whether it serves to inhibit 

or integrate activity across the two hemis^pheres. There is one opinion that the callosum 

inhibits homotopic regions of cortex in thae brain. An area that is active in the LH 
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suppresses the same region of the RH via inhibitory callosal projections (Cook, 1984). 

While this theor>' makes a strong case for localization and lateralization of flinction, it 

also predicts that the non-dominant hemisphere would be suppressed during processing: 

a claim for which, there is not a great deal of empirical support. This would be the 

limiting case, however. The more general interpretation is that callosal inhibition allows 

the dominant hemisphere to suppress the potentially interfering effects of the non-

dominant hemisphere: a claim for which there is empirical support. Clarke, et al (1993) 

ran 60 subjects on a verbal dichotic listening task after the corpus callosum of subjects 

had been measured via fMRI. They reported that the expected right-ear superiority for 

this task was inversely correlated with the areal size of the anterior portions of the corpus 

callosum. The authors fiirther argued that the language dominant LH performed best in 

subjects with a smaller corpus callosum, because the disruptive effects of the non-

language RH were attenuated. 

Hellige, et al (1998) complemented Clarke, et al's data with the data from an 

experiment described earlier. Hellige correlated the areal size of the corpus callosum 

with performance on a task involving the discrimination of word-like stimuli. If the 

callosum integrates activity across the two hemispheres, than there should be a negative 

correlation between callosum size and the number of errors made by the non-dominant 

RH. This was not the case. Hellige reports that a positive correlation existed between 

midsaggital callosal size and errors made when the stimuli were presented to the LVF-

RH, indicating that this hemisphere was increasingly isolated as callosal size increased. 
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This result is consistent with the interpretation that the callosum helped to isolate the 

dominant hemisphere and suppress input from the other hemisphere. There is also 

support for the opinion that the callosum integrates activity between the two hemispheres. 

Banich has demonstrated that interhemispheric transfer via the callosum increases 

with task complexity. Subjects in one experiment were presented with three letters. Two 

of the letters were displayed in the top portion of a video screen. Each letter was centered 

in one of the visual fields. A third letter was presented in the lower half of the screen and 

centered in either the left of right visual field. The subject's task was to determine 

whether the third letter was the same as either of the two letters located in the upper half. 

The authors varied whether or not, on correct trials, the matching letter was in the same 

or opposite visual field. Subjects were quicker to respond when the match was in the 

same visual field. When the same task was run using a lowercase third letter and 

uppercase comparison letters, the task difficulty was increased (based on longer reaction 

times) and subjects were quicker to respond when the matching letter was in the opposite 

visual field (Banich & Belger, 1990). This suggests that in the simpler task where 

subjects simply matched visual forms only a single hemisphere was needed, however 

when the task was made more complex by mixing cases, an advantage was conferred 

when the processing load of the more complex teisk was distributed between the 

hemispheres. 
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Levy and Trevarthen (1976) drew a distinction between hemispheric ability and 

hemispheric dominance. Hemispheric ability refers to the traditional approach of 

assessing how each hemisphere processes information, while dominance refers to the 

extent, to which, each hemisphere assumes control of a learning task in commissurotomy 

patients. The process by which dominance emerges in the two hemispheres is referred to 

as "metacontrol", and the corpus callosum is essential to establishing metacontrol. In 

some cases, metacontrol allows the non-dominant hemisphere to dominate a task despite 

its lack of ability to do so. Hellige, Taylor, and Eng (1989) have provided an illustrative 

example of how metacontrol works in normal individuals. They trained subjects to 

discriminate consonant-verb-consonant (CVC) nonsense word-like strings. The stimuli 

were presented unilaterally to either the left visual field (RH) or right visual field (LH) or 

centrally to both visual fields. The subjects' task was to determine whether a single 

presented letter was one of the three letters presented in a recently presented CVC string. 

Earlier work by Levy, etal(1983) reported a right visual field advantage for reaction 

times in this task due to qualitatively different strategies in each hemisphere. Because the 

CVC strings were word-like in appearance (i.e. strings such as KOF or BAW), the LH 

processing advantage emerged by phonetically encoding the stimulus and simultaneously 

comparing the target letter to the string. The RH, lacking such phonetic abilities, 

compared form of the target letter to the form of each letter in the string, sequentially. 

The qualitative difference could be measured by examining errors made when the target 

letter matched the last letter of the string versus the first letter. When the strings and 

target are presented to the right visual field, the difference between last letter errors and 
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first letter errors is small. That difference score is lauger when the stimuli are presented 

to the left visual field, due to the fact that the first leltter is more likely to be identified 

than the last. 

In the experiment run by Levy, et al (1983), subjects were never presented with 

the stimuli to both visual fields simultaneously. This condition enabled a direct test of 

the effects of metacontrol. Unilateral presentations demonstrate each hemisphere's 

ability, while the bilateral condition reveals performance when both hemispheres share 

information. One might expect that since the LH is cdominant for this task, bilateral 

presentation performance should be similar to right v/isual field (LH) performance. This 

would be a case in which the dominance for the task is a result of following the 

hemisphere with the greatest ability. However Hellige, et al (1989) report the exact 

opposite result. The pattem of errors following presentation of a target that matched the 

first and last letter bilaterally was the same as the patitem following presentation to the 

left visual field (RH). Prima facie, it is counterintuitiive to believe that the intact bilateral 

brain processes information in the same way as the inferior hemisphere. The explanation 

stems from the fact that the LH is capable of doing bKjth a letter-by-letter form analysis 

and phonetic analysis. When a stimulus is presented to both visual fields, it is 

advantageous to rely on a processing strategy common to both hemispheres rather than a 

strategy specialized in only one. Hellige (1991) argues that mutually inconsistent modes 

of processing in the CVC task (simultaneous phoneti' c and sequential matching) 

inefficiently distribute attention, which may lead to e=rTors. The distribution of attention 
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is another function that has been attributed to the corpus callosum (summarized in 

Hoptman & Davidson, 1994). Split-brain patients often have trouble in normally 

distributing attention to visual stimuli that cross the visual-field midline. When two 

halves of a face are joined at the midline, normal subjects will report an abnormality, 

while patients with split-brain patients do not (Levy, et al, 1972). 

An attempt to summarize the structure and function of the corpus callosum is 

challenged by conflicting data. It was originally believed that callosal fibers connected 

homotopic regions of the LH and RH, but recent analyses suggest that there is 

considerable heterogeneity to the convergence of fibers. Much like asymmetries 

themselves, there is individual variation in the size of the various regions of the callosum 

linked to sex and handedness of the individual (Hoptman & Davidson, 1994). The 

fimctional role of the corpus callosum is still unclear. On the one hand, some researchers 

have argued that it transfers and integrates information presented to each hemisphere, 

while others believe that it inhibits and isolates the hemispheres firom one another. In a 

recent review article, Chiarello & Maxfield (1996) agree with Hellige (1993) that the 

inhibition is used to prevent conflicting simultaneous processing by each hemisphere. 

The dominant hemisphere may not inhibit the non-dominant hemisphere from internally 

computing the task, but it may inhibit the non-dominant hemisphere's output (a process 

Liederman [1986] referred to as "shielding inhibition"). Levy's discovery of metacontrol 

illustrates the role of the corpus callosum in distributing attention to information 
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presented to both hemispheres, as well as well as providing a basis for the emergence of 

dominance in the intact brain. 
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3. FUNCTIONAL CEREBRAL ASYMMETRIES IN THE HUMAN BRAIN 

3. L DICHOTOMOUS COGNITIVE PROCESSING THEORIES 

The previous section sketches the structural differences between the two cerebral 

hemispheres to provide a context for understanding asymmetries of cognitive fimctions. 

In the last fifty years, there have been two general approaches to functional asymmetries. 

The "skill-based theories" are derivative of the earliest concepts of cerebral dominance. 

Each hemisphere was specialized or dominant for particular cognitive fimctions (e.g. 

space, language, music) and lateralization had a genetic foundation. The more recent 

alternative to the skills approach has been the "processing style" approach to explaining 

asymmetries. These theories characterized each hemisphere's style of processing and 

representing information along some cognitive dimension. Functions become lateralized 

because one hemisphere's style of processing information is consistent with the demands 

of the function. Both approaches are discussed in more detail below. 

The groundbreaking work of Sperry and his colleagues in the 1950's renewed 

interest in functional lateralization of the brain. It was generally accepted that the LH 

was dominant for language and verbal functions (Geschwind, 1972) and the RH was 

dominant for visuo-spatial tasks, perception (Mac Fie, Piercy, & Zangwill, 1950), visual 

neglect (Brain, 1941), visual agnosia (Pallis, 1955), music processing (Kimura, 1973), 

and the production of negative emotion (reviewed in Davidson, 1995). This approach 

was reminiscent of the same kinds of functional distinctions made back in the nineteenth 
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century. Where the LH was once referred to as the "intellectual" side of the brain, it was 

now characterized as the "verbal" side and the RH went from being the "organic" or 

"animalistic" side to the "perceptual" or "spatial" side. It was still believed that some 

innate mechanisms played a role in assigning function to location in the brain and with 

normal input; cerebral dominance emerged in a consistent fashion. 

This skill-based approach was later superseded by newer theories that reflected 

the emerging cognitive paradigm in psychology. The newer set of theories focused on 

the nature of the cognitive processing and the types of mental representations created in 

the LH and RH. This led to the characterization of the cognitive style of each hemisphere 

along some dichotomous cognitive dimension. It was believed that each hemisphere 

processed information imiquely, and that mental functions became lateralized on the basis 

of which type of processing their solution required. One such processing distinction was 

the characterization that the LH was the rational and analytical hemisphere while the RH 

was the creative and holistic hemisphere. While these are oversimplifications, the 

distinction emerged from a number of independent proposals that were consistent with 

such a dichotomy. 

Levy (1969) and Bever (1970, 1980) proposed one of the earliest processing 

distinctions. They independently proposed that the LH was better suited to the analytic 

processing of stimuli while the RH was specialized for the hohstic processing of stimuli -

- an idea whose paths could be traced back to Hughlings-Jackson (1932). Bever (1980) 
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formally defined "analytic" as "relational": a task that involved two or more mental 

representations and some form of relation between them. A "holistic" or "unary" task 

involved the application of a single representation to a stimulus or response. An example 

of this distinction is reported for visual form recognition (a traditional RH task) where 

subjects were asked to make one of two judgments about the stimulus. Subjects were 

shown two objects and asked whether one object was a part of the other object (a part-

whole relational analysis) or whether the two objects were the same or not (a template 

matching unary analysis). Hurtig (1982) reported that the part-whole judgment was made 

quicker when the stimuli were presented to the right visual field (LH), and the same 

object judgment was more accurate when presented to the left visual field (RH). 

In addition to formally defining each style of processing, Bever also proposed 

how such a difference may come to exist. The LH, by virtue of its proximity to the heart, 

receives increased blood flow that may give it a slight computational advantage relative 

to the RH. Such a general neuroanatomical bias could help the LH develop more 

complex cognitive strategies than the right. When new tasks are acquired, they are 

learned with both relational and holistic strategies. As acquisition progresses, one of the 

processing strategies emerges as dominant for the task. This competition leads to 

asymmetry. If interhemispheric competition is involved in functional lateralization, then 

it argues against the concept of a pre-determined "dominant" hemisphere. There exists a 

certain degree of dynamism in the emergence of asymmetries that is dependent upon the 

way in which the task is solved. Throughout the course of acquisition, it is possible that 
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processing strategies may be shifted from relational to holistic, much like chunking of 

motor commands occurs in motor skill learning (Anderson, 1990). Accompanying such a 

shift would be an expected concomitant shift in the direction of the asymmetry. 

Other dichotomous theories of cerebral asymmetries focused on other processing 

dimensions. Sergent (1983) argued that subjects were better at discriminating between 

high frequency visual stimuli when they were presented to the right visual j5eld and low 

frequency ones when they were presented to the left. She believed that each hemisphere 

was biased toward the perception of different ranges of stimuli. The initial conclusions 

were dravm from discrimination studies using spatial gratings of varying frequencies. 

The hypothesis was extended to the perception of global and local features of visual 

objects, also. Delis, Robertson, & Efron (1986) and Brown & Kosslyn (1995) presented 

subjects v^th unique visual stimuli in which a pattern of letters was arranged to form a 

larger letter. For example, the character 'X' was arranged in a pattern that formed an 

'M'. The LH was better at detecting the smaller constituent letters (the X's) and the RH 

was better at perceiving the larger pattern letter (the M), suggesting that the LH is better 

at detecting local features and the RH, global features. Semmes (1968) reported similar 

results in the haptic domain. In a population of brain-damaged war veterans, she reported 

that the RH damaged patients were impaired in the confrol of non-specific gross motor 

activity while LH damaged patients were impaired at motor tasks requiring precise focal 

movements. 
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Kosslyn (1987), more recently, has proposed that the LH is specialized for 

identifying and discriminating types of visual stimuli (categorical dimension of a 

stimulus), while the RH is specialized at localizing visual stimuli in space (co-ordinate 

dimension). His theory was supported by a low-level visual perception task in which 

subjects were required to make judgments about the relationship of a dot to a line. The 

categorical judgment required subjects to determine whether a dot presented on a 

computer screen was above or below a centrally located line on the screen. The co

ordinate judgment required subjects to estimate the distance the dot was from the line on 

a given trial. The stimuli were presented to either the left or right visual field, and 

Kosslyn's results demonstrated that subjects were faster and more accurate about the 

categorical judgments when the stimuli were presented to the right visual field (LH) and 

co-ordinate judgments when the stimuli was presented to the left visual field (RH). 

Lastly, Bianki (1988) proposed a dichotomous asymmetry that involved different 

kinds of processing in each hemisphere. In one set of experiments, rats were 

conditionally trained to discriminate between patterns of visual objects. Bianki reported 

that LH intact rats performed better when the elements of the pattern were presented 

serially, while RH intact rats performed better when the elements of the pattern were 

presented simultaneously. This dichotomy focuses on hemispheric biases in the spatio-

temporal arrangement of information. Bianki also argues that dominance for a task shifts 

with acquisition. In a series of conditioned learning experiments, Bianki has 
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demonstrated that asymmetries often shift fi-om the RH to the LH as rats acquire the 

invariant properties of the stimuli presented in his experiments. 

All processing style theories appear to have some common parameter that can 

account for why the cornerstone skill of language is lateralized to the LH. Each theory 

focuses on a different aspect of processing, and converge on the idea that the LH is the 

"computationally more powerftil" hemisphere. It is the LH that is capable of making fine 

grain distinctions and capable of making relational judgments between representations, 

while the RH is better suited to coarse figural coding of single mental representations. 

The specific demands of a cognitive task will dictate which type of processing is best 

suited for the solution. It is important to note that while each dichotomy is supported 

with evidence firom low-level perceptual experiments, it is difficult to generalize those 

results to higher order fimctions. There is a great deal of latitude in extrapolating firom a 

dot-and-line task to syntactic processing, or ftom vertical gratings to allocentric spatial 

representation. As a result, it is generally perceived that these dichotomies are too 

underconstrained and fail to translate well across domains. Since no single processing 

dimension could be expected to account for all of the data (nor did any), it is not 

surprising that the large amount of conflicting data that did accumulate nearly threatened 

the field of study, as a whole. 

3.2. TASK DECOMPOSITION AND ASYMMETRIES 
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Kellige (1993) has argued that each dichotomous processing theory may reflect 

one of many computational dimensions necessary for a particular task. For example, 

Hellige (1995) argues that complex visual forms may be analyzed based on a number of 

computational dimensions such as level of detail (local features versus global form), 

spatial arrangement (categorical versus coordinate), and frequency of patterns (high 

versus low). These computational dimensions may reflect some of the many lower-order 

hierarchically organized subskills involved with processing the task. Complex mental 

functions, such as language, are multi-dimensional in that they require that multiple types 

of information be simultaneously manipulated. Each hemisphere is imbued with a set of 

cognitive processing biases that are appUed to the lower-order component subskills when 

learning skills or perceiving stimuli. The hemispheres and their inherent processing 

biases operate on the level of the constituent subtasks. Hellige (2000) argues that an 

important approach to studying cerebral asymmetries and cognitive neuroscience is to 

reduce complex behaviors into its smaller components to discover general modules or 

computational systems. The dichotomous theories of cerebral asymmetries took a very 

strong stance with regard to this issue characterizing each hemisphere as a "module", 

with a distinct processing style. A "multi-processing" approach stresses that there are 

many cognitive dimensions across which the two hemispheres will vary. 

While it was previously believed that entire cognitive functions were localized 

and lateralized in the brain, current imaging data no longer supports this conclusion about 

brain organization. There is no one brain region that can be labeled the 'language' center 
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of the brain, nor is it the case that language is the exclusive domain of the LH. The 

various subskills for complex domains, such as language, are distributed throughout both 

hemispheres of the brain. The brain may take a "divide and conquer" approach to 

lateralizing complex cognitive domains across the hemispheres. This reflects a general 

trend in cognitive science toward conceiving of complex cognitive domains as being 

hierarchically composed of smaller subdomains. At some point, it may be discovered 

that each subdomain must be broken down into fiirther constituent subdomains. This is a 

relevant point with regard to the study of cerebral asymmetries, for two reasons. The first 

relates to the issue of understanding what level of function is actually lateralized in the 

brain. We know that language, itself, is not the correct level, because certain components 

such as prosody and context have been shown to be dominant in the RH (Zaidel, 1985). 

It is necessary to determine how far a task must be decomposed until consistent patterns 

of asymmetries are found (if ever). This question is not merely one related to the study of 

flmctional asymmetries, but to cognitive science, in general. 

Task decomposition may also be related to structural or anatomical asymmetries 

in the brain. If a functional asymmetry emerge from the aggregate processing of a lower-

level subcomponents, then it stands to reason, that the fewer components that composes a 

skill, the greater the structural asymmetry tliat must be present. If a cognitive skill is 

composed of relatively few parts, then in order to observe an asymmetry, large 

anatomical asymmetries would be expected. An asymmetry for a task that is composed 

of many components wall be present even if only subtle structural asymmetries exist for 
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each component. Task decomposition allows asymmetries to emerge even when only 

subtle structural differences are present. Task decomposition also interacts with task 

demands in tliat specific tasks will require the selection of specific components within a 

cognitive domain. Task demands are defined in terms of which cognitive processes are 

required to solve the task. Different judgments that are required from the same stimulus 

can involve different task demands. This affects the expression of a behavioral 

asymmetry since the different sets of processes may be lateralized in different 

hemispheres. A recent example of this is provided by Luks, Nusbaum, & Levy (1998). 

Their experiment examined the effects of task demands on the perception of prosody. 

Prosody, in language, involves the rise and fall of pitch contours and can be used 

to either convey emotions such as anger, joy, and resignation. The contour of a spoken 

sentence can also determine whether a neutral phrase such as "That man is with her" is 

syntactically a statement or a question. Gradually raising the pitch contour of the phrase 

and the final word connotes a question, while steadily descending pitch expresses a 

statement. Thus, two kinds of information can be derived from a prosodic analysis of a 

sentence. Luks, Nusbaum, and Levy (1998) examined whether different judgments about 

the same sentences would yield complementary asymmetries. Previous dichotic listening 

experiments demonstrated a left-ear advantage for the perception of prosodically 

conveyed emotion of a sentence (Ross, 1981); however a lack of methodological 

consistency in studies of syntactic prosody has yielded ambiguous ear asjonmetries 

(Behrens, 1985; Shipley-Brown, 1988; Van Lancker & Fromkin, 1973). Luks, et al 
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predicted that emotional prosody would show a left-ear (RH) advantage while the more 

syntactic analysis of prosody would yield a right-ear (LH) advantage. They dichotically 

presented sentences to each ear and asked subjects to determine the tone of the sentence 

or whether the sentence was a statement or question. Overall, subjects did not have 

difBcxilty in using prosody to distinguish between the possibilities. An analysis of 

reaction times supports the predictions. Subjects responded faster to the emotional 

prosody when it was presented to the left ear, and were faster to respond to the statement-

question discrimination when the stimuli were presented to the right ear. This experiment 

demonstrates how the same stimulus (a statement read aloud) can reflect a LH or RH 

asymmetry depending on the type of analysis required. 

Implicit task demands can also influence the direction of an asymmetry. An 

experiment of music perception by Bever and Chiarello (1974) demonstrated that groups 

of individuals v^th varying levels of musical expertise perceived the same stimulus in 

qualitatively different ways. Initially, music processing was considered a RH dominant 

task, and a non-verbal auditory complement to the verbal LH. This fact was corroborated 

by studies that showed a left-ear superiority for melody recognition (Kimura, 1973). 

However, the perception of music varies with expertise in ways that other skills, such as 

language, do not. All native speakers of a language acquire similar levels of competence, 

and their grammatical representations of the language do not vary, as a result. Skilled 

musicians, however, tend to perceive and organize melodic stimuli in ways that musically 

naive subjects do not. With training, experienced musicians become aware of the 
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structural elements of music. The structure follows rules that form a kind of grammar. 

Like language, there is a melodic phrase structure that are imperceptible to non-musicians 

who tend to focus on the overall tonal or pitch contour qualities of the melody (Peretz and 

Babai, 1992). 

Sever and Chiarello (1974) hypothesized that if skilled musicians are employing 

the same kind of processes that native speakers employ when perceiving language, there 

should be a concomitant LH asymmetry when perceiving melodies. They dichotically 

presented several melodies to subjects with musical experience and age-matched controls 

who were musically naive. Following presentation of the melodies, all subjects were 

asked to both recognize previously played melodies and determine whether two-note 

excerpts were taken from previously played melodies. As expected, they found that 

musicians were more accurate at determining whether or not a two-note excerpt came 

from a previously played melody than non-musicians, but both groups were almost 

equally as good at discriminating previously heard melodies. Differences arose, 

however, when each group's ear preferences were analyzed. For both tasks, musicians 

were more accurate when the stimuli were played to the right-ear (LH) while the opposite 

was true of non-musicians. They concluded that the two groups used different perceptual 

strategies that were consistent with different hemispheres. Musicians employed more 

relational or analytic strategies thereby recruiting the LH while non-musicians tended to 

employ the more Gestalt or holistic perceptual strategies associated with the RH. 
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In a foiiow-up experiment. Tan, Aieilo, & IBever (1981) established that the 

reversal of the asymmetry in musicians can be attributed to a qualitative difference in 

perceptual strategies. They specifically sought to rprove that musicians were more 

sensitive to the structural qualities of melodic stiirauli than non-musicians. The 

experiment replicated a classic psycholinguistic ejsperiment designed to prove the 

existence of clause boundaries. The authors extracted three-note excerpts from the 

melody that were either within a musical phrase on: across the boundary of two musical 

phrases. Subjects heard melodies and then three rtiote excerpts and had to judge whether 

or not the excerpt came from a previously heard maelody. Overall, musicians did better 

than non-musicians, however, as expected, musicians made more errors when the excerpt 

was taken from across a musical phrase boimdary "than from within. Non-musicians 

made equally as many errors for excerpts taken wilthin and across the same boundaries. 

To ftirther demonstrate that the reversed ear-asymmetry in musicians was due to 

an ability to represent the structural qualities of melodies, Peretz, Morais, and Bertelson 

(1987) asked whether non-musicians could producre a right ear asymmetry if they were 

guided toward more structural percepmal strategie=s. When musically naive subjects were 

told that target and non-target melodies differed bs' only two critical notes, their 

perceptual strategies were more focused on the local structure of the melodies rather than 

the overall pitch contour. This shift in strategies v^as accompanied by a shift toward 

right-ear (LH) superiority for dichotically presented melodic stimixli. When no such 

strategy was given to another group of non-musicmans, they exhibited the expected left-
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ear superiority. By shifting subjects' focus toward the local features of the melody, their 

ear superiority resembled that of musically sophisticated subjects. These results further 

support a model of functional asymmetries in which the direction of the asymmetry is 

controlled by the processing demands of the task. 

In a final experiment with groups of musically trained and untrained subjects, 

Kellar and Bever (1980) provided dramatic results in which both musicians and non-

musicians reversed dominance for a music task. Musical chords are composed of multiple 

notes. When musically naive subjects identify chords, they decompose the chord into the 

constituent notes which can be identified, while formal musicians identify chords using a 

more Gestalt or holistic strategy. When chords were presented to either the right or left 

ear of both groups, musicians discriminated them better with the left ear (RH) and non-

musicians with the right ear (LH). This is in the opposite direction of the previously 

established asymmetry, and was corroborated soon after by Peretz and Morais (1979). 

Clearly, cognitive functions are not singular entities that are isolated to a single 

hemisphere. Subjects select their processing strategies based on the task demands. This 

affects the direction of an asymmetry by dictating the types of computations that are 

required. As Hellige and the other proponents of dichotomous processing asymmetries 

have suggested, each hemisphere may have general computational biases that are applied 

to each of the components of a skill. If those components require computations that are 

more characteristic of one hemisphere over the other, then the direction of the asymmetry 
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will follow, accordingly. The understanding of how functions are lateralized in the brain 

often reflects the current understanding of neural and mental organization. The skill-

based theories of asynunetries were closely tied to the concept of a modular mind and the 

cognitive style theories emerged with the development of information-processing 

theories. Two current pursuits in. cognitive neuroscience are particularly relevant to the 

study of functional asymmetries in humans. The first is derived from the debate on the 

nature of mental representations (more modular versus more distributed), and indirectly, 

brain organization. The two extremes along this dichotomy are (a) that highly specific 

modules exist for each functional domain or (b) that the representations are general and 

distributed, much like connectionist type representations (Rumelhart & McClelland, 

1986). The recent emphasis on task decomposition focuses on a middle ground between 

these two positions. Obviously, each hemisphere of the brain is not a single network 

capable of processing any kind of information. Based on cytoarchitectonic analyses 

alone, different regions can be identified on their structure. For example, the primary 

visual cortex processes visual information and is not involved with spoken language. 

Even within a region such as the frontal cortex, there appears to be a high degree of 

modularity in humans (Smith & Jonides, 1999) and in non-human primates (Scalhaide, 

Wilson, & Goldman-Rakic, 1997). 

The goal is an understanding of how the regions of cortex involved in higher level 

cognitive skills are fimctionally and structurally organized within and across 

hemispheres. The music perception literature suggests that musicians may employ 
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similar computations that native speakers of a language employ when perceiving speech. 

This is consistent with the argiraient that some computational subcomponents are shared 

across cognitive domains. Once subcomponents for a skill have been identijSed, Hellige 

(2000) argues that it is essential to understand how the different components interact with 

one another. Understanding how subcomponents of a cognitive domain interact across 

the hemispheres is a central focus of the most current approaches to studying cerebral 

asymmetries in humans. Though the dichotomous processing theories may have 

mistakenly attempted to characterize cognitive fiinctions along a single processing 

dimension, they did illustrate that each hemisphere possessed imique processing biases. 

A multi-processing approach extends the processing theories by stating that asymmetries 

exist along a nimiber of different dimensions as a set of processing biases that allows 

each hemisphere to represent different subcomponents of cognitive tasks in 

complementary ways. For example, as Hellige (1995) described, in visual perception, the 

LH and RH may be specialized for representing complementary aspects of images, such 

as global versus local aspects of detail, and categorical versus spatial relational aspects of 

multiple objects. 

There is now an emerging emphasis on hemispheric complementarity for complex 

cognitive tasks. Such an approach poses the question, "How are complex tasks broken 

down into their subcomponents and lateralized according to the processing biases of each 

hemisphere"? Grimshaw (1998) has recently illustrated complementarity for a Stroop-

like perception task that used words to describe emotions (such as "sad", "mad", or 
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"glad") and opposed them with prosody {i.e. "sad" is spoken in an angry tone). Subjects 

were either instructed to indicate the word or the emotion conveyed by the stimulus. In 

the traditional Stroop task, words are opposed with color, and the color information 

causes confusion when subjects are asked to report the word. Prosody can also interfere 

with subjects' ability to report the word. Grimshaw also found a left-ear advantage for 

reporting the emotional prosody of the word and a strong right-ear advantage for 

reporting the word spoken. Other reports of complementary hemispheric processing 

accounts have been reported for semantic priming (Koivisto and Laine, 2000), sentence 

processing (Beeman and Chiarello, 1998), and visuospatial perception (Chabris & 

Kosslyn, 1998). It is no longer widely accepted that a mental fimctions are uniquely 

associated with a single hemisphere. Nowhere is this more evident than with brain 

imaging work. For example, consider a domain such as spatial cognition. 

Traditionally, spatial functions have been considered the exclusive domain of the 

RH. Following unilateral brain damage to the RH or right hippocampus, it is widely 

reported that individuals are unable to navigate in novel environments (deRenzi, et al, 

1977; Habib & Sirigu, 1987), perceive mentally rotated objects (Ditunno & Mann, 1990; 

Papanicolaou, et al, 1990), or remember arrays of spatial objects (Piggott & Milner, 

1993). Studies from neurologically intact subjects have also demonstrated a RH 

superiority for performing similar functions (Bradshaw, Gates, & Patterson, 1976; 

Flitman, et al, 1997; Maguire, et al, 1996a; Maguire, Frackowiak, & Frith, 1997). In one 

novel experiment, London taxicab drivers were asked to verbally describe the most 
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efficient routes to be taken between destinations while their brains were scanned via PET. 

The imaging data revealed significant activation of the right hippocampus (Maguire, et al, 

1997). 

Despite the general belief that space is lateralized to the RH, other recent imaging 

data demonstrates bilateral involvement for spatial navigation. Gron, et al (2000) scanned 

subjects while navigating through a virtual labyrinth maze replete with visual landmarks 

on the walls, and foimd that male subjects showed greater activation of the left 

hippocampus while females had higher activation in the RH parietal and prefirontal 

regions. Ghaem, et al (1997) argue that two distinct networks were active in their 

subjects that were scanned in a PET machine as they navigated through virtual worlds. 

One network supports general memory components of the task while the second network 

was involved in spatial navigation with increased activity in the left precuneus in addition 

to both sides of the hippocampus. Further adding to the confusion of cerebral dominance 

for spatial navigation are more reports demonstrating bilateral activity of the 

hippocampus and parahippocampal gyri in subjects (Aguire & D'Esposito, 1997; Agmre, 

Zarahn, & D'Esposito, 1998; Gron, et al, 2000; Maguire, et al, 1998). The confusion 

amongst imaging results may be symptomatic of one of the general pitfalls of imaging 

data, which is tb.e nature of the subtraction method, or they may be due to variance in 

specific task demands. Across all experiments, however, there is some basis for LH 

participation in spatial navigation that may vary with task demands. 
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Research in spatial navigation has progressed in the rodent model over the last 

thirty years. Many have used the rodent model of spatial navigation to study how 

complex behaviors may be organized in the rat and human brain. The study of spatial 

navigation in the rat is a natural fit since the ability to rapidly leam and store 

representations of environments is essential to rats' survival. They have a highly 

developed distributed network of brain regions that are collectively responsible for the 

acquisition, storage and recall of complex map-like representations of the world 

(McNaughton, et al, 1996; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Poucet, 1993). Therefore, the rat 

may be a suitable model for investigating whether complementary cerebral asymmetries 

exist for spatial navigation. A rat model of the phenomenon affords the experimenter a 

number of obvious benefits over the direct study of human subjects. 

For example, in lesion studies, the experimenter has better control over the 

location and extent of damage in the hemisphere. Using chemicals such as ibotenic acid 

to make focal lesions not only increases the precision of the lesion site, but also prevents 

damage to en passant fibers (Jarrard, 1993). In humans, lesion location, size, and 

etiology can vary greatly. Any variance observed in the data may reflect the effects of 

ancillary damage. Furthermore, several reversible suppression techniques, such as 

cortical spreading depression (Bures, Buresova & Krivanek, 1974) and Lidocaine 

(Seamens & Phillips, 1994) are available which allow the researcher to temporarily 

suppress function in local areas of the brain. The chemical-induced lesions exert their 

effects for minutes or hours as the rat performs some behavioral task and then the effects 
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gradually diminish. One of the benefits of such methods is that it allows researchers to 

temporarily lesion each hemisphere, thereby using each rat as its own control and 

allowing the ability to run more powerful within-subjects experiments. However, until 

recently, many researchers were reluctant to accept the idea that lower animal species, 

such as rats, exhibited fimctional lateralization. Asymmetries, much like language, were 

believed to be uniquely human (Levy, 1977). 
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4. ANATOMICAL ASYMMETRIES IN THE RODENT BRAIN 

Rats and mice exhibit structural asymmetries in the cortex and the hippocampus. 

It has been reported that the cortex in the RH is generally thicker than the LH, when 

measured from coronal slices (Diamond, 1985; Rosen, et al, 1989). Kolb, et ai (1984) 

has also found that the RH is also heavier and larger than the LH. In all cases, the 

differences are fairly small (typically between 3 to 8% differences) and not as robust as 

the individual differences reported for the planum temporale in humans. Comparisons 

between cytoarchitectonic regions of rat cortex have produced similar results. Primary 

visual area, sensorimotor region and the motor zone were all larger in the RH of male rats 

(Galaburda & Sherman, 1982) and right hippocampus is thicker and heavier than the left 

hippocampus (Galaburda, 1985). The proportion of the size differences in males were 

the same as reported above for the cortical hemispheres. Diamond has investigated the 

nature of such sex differences for overall structural morphology and found that the 

difference is due to the early effects of testosterone on the developing brain. According 

to Diamond (Lewis & Diamond, 1995), estrogen receptors are asymmetrically distributed 

between the RH and LH in very young rat pups. As testosterone is aromatized and 

converted to estrogen, it acts upon estrogen receptors causing a cascade of events in the 

sexually dimorphic nuclei in the hypothalamus. This ultimately leads to differences in 

the development of the LH and RH in male and female rats. Any perinatal interventions 

which alters the level of circulating steroid hormones in rat pups leads to structural 

changes in the RH and LH. The brains of gonadectomized male rats tend to possess the 
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more symmetrical features of the female brain and the brains of female rats implanted 

with estradiol packets tend to resemble those of normal males (Diamond, 1985). 

An asymmetric distribution of neurotransmitters across the hemispheres has been 

reported for humans (Glick, Ross, & Hough, 1982) as well as rodents. The chemical 

asymmetry for dopamine in the rat brain shows robust individual level asymmetries that 

interact with several behaviors. Injections of (^-amphetamine into rats induced and 

enhanced side preferences for rotational circling behavior in rats (Pycock, 1980; 

Ungerstedt, 1971). This potentiates an endogenous tendency to circle very slowly when 

placed in a cylinder shaped area. Subsequent analyses of the striatal dopamine content of 

spontaneously turning rats revealed that concentrations of dopamine were approximately 

15% higher in the side of the brain contralateral to their turn bias (Zimmerberg, Glick, & 

Jerussi, 1974). Injections of amphetamine increased the differences in dopamine 

concentrations between the hemispheres to 25%. Other reports have suggested that 

injections of dopamine agonists increase side preferences for other behaviors such as paw 

preference, thigmotactic wall-scanning, T-maze preference, and two orienting responses 

in which the rat re-orients its body position via movements to the left or right (Castellano, 

et al, 1989; Cowey 8c Bozek, 1974; Glick & Jerussi, 1974; Huston, Morgan, Lange, & 

Steiner, 1986). Furthermore, many of these behaviors can also be induced following 6-

hydroxy-dopamine lesions to either the substantia nigra or striatum (Castellano, et al, 

1989; Schwarting, Steiner, & Huston, 1990; Uguru-Okorie, 1982). 
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Rodents possess a dominant hand for complex motor flmctions (Cabib, et al, 

1995). Collins (1968) assessed paw preference by placing mice in a tall chamber where 

they were forced to rear up on their hind legs to retrieve a food reward that was delivered 

through a centrally located chute. Individual mice showed a strong preference to reach 

with one paw or the other (approximately 80% of the time), though there was no 

directional bias across the entire population. If paw preference is only lateralized at the 

individual level and not at the population level, it suggests that asymmetries for striatal 

dopamine concentrations are also lateralized at the individual level only. This is not 

consistent with the earlier reports of group level asymmetries for cortical thickness in 

rodents, however (Diamond, 1985; Galaburda, 1985). In rats, the RH is thicker and 

heavier despite the fact that there is a very small population level bias toward right 

pawedness in rodents (LH dominance). This reported right paw bias is in the range of 

55-60%, which is far below the 90% right hand bias in humans. Many factors may affect 

the directional bias of the lateral dominance in rats and mice such as sex of the anicaal, 

the particular dopamine agonist given to the animal to induce the behavior, and the 

amount of practice an animal receives for a task (Carlson & Glick, 1989; Castellano, et 

al, 1989; Glick «&; Ross, 1981) 

In summary, there is an asymmetric organization of the rat brain. The right 

hemisphere and hippocampus are generally thicker and larger than the left hemisphere 

and at least three cytoarchitectonic regions of the RH are also larger. The proportional 

size differences in the rat brain are generally smaller than those reported for humans 
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(about 5% compared to nearly 20%). It has not yet been determined whether these 

differences are due to density or cell counts, which has already been analyzed in himians 

(Galaburda, 199i). Tlie neurotransmitter dopamine and several of its metabolites are 

asymmetrically concemtrated in the striatum and frontal cortex of rats' brains on the order 

of about 15%. This endogenous asymmetry for dopamine is highly correlated with paw 

preference in rats and covaries with several behaviors involving side preference or 

direction. While it was initially believed that striatal dopamine asymmetries and side 

preferences in behavior existed only at the individual level, more recent appraisals 

suggest that there is a small, but significant population bias toward right sidedness or 

preference in rats. Many individual and task variables affect the expression of the side 

preference. The next rsection attempts to describe group level asymmetries that have been 

reported for a variety ^of learning tasks in rats. 
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5. FUNCTIONAL ASYMMETRIES IN THE RODENT BRAIN 

Ehret (1987) found that adult female mice detected alarai calls from pups better 

with their right ear (LH) than their left ear. This corresponds to reported asymmetries for 

language in hximans and for communicative behaviors in non-human species such as 

primates (Hef&ier & Heffiier, 1986; Peterson, et al, 1984) and birds (Cynx, Williams, & 

Nottebohm, 1992). Rats are also better at discriminating serially presented patterns of 

auditory (O'Connor, et al, 1993) and visual stimuli (Bianki, 1988) with the LH. Bianki 

ftirther reported that he was able to train rats to discriminate spoken Russian vowels. 

When rats heard the target vowel, they were taught to escape an electrified platform by 

traversing a shuttle box to the non-electrified side. With extensive training, rats 

performed better with their LH intact than with their RH intact (Bianki, 1988). 

Denenberg (1981) argued that affective behaviors such as taste aversion, muricide 

(mouse-killing), and open-field activity were lateralized to the RH in rats and mice. 

Denenberg ablated either the LH or RH cortex and ran rats on a taste aversion 

experiment. He reports that RH ablated rats were more likely to continue approaching 

the conditioned aversion stimulus (lithium in solution) while LH ablated and control rats 

showed the expected avoidance. A second test of emotional behavior was demonstrated 

for muricide. When a food-deprived rat is placed in a small cage with an unfamiliar 

mouse, one result is that the rat attacks and kills the new mouse. This is a measure of 

emotional reactivity. Rats with their RH intact (LH surgically ablated) attacked the 
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neighbor mouse more often than did the LH intact or control rats suggesting, again, that 

emotional reactivity is lateralized to the RH (Garbanati, et al, 1983). Lastly, Denenberg's 

group demonstrated that open-field activity was lateralized to the RH, also. Rats placed 

in an open-field environment often become hyperactive. This is most likely some type of 

anxiolytic response to the stress of being placed in an unfamiliar and threatening 

environment. Denenberg placed unilaterally ablated rats in an open-field arena (divided 

into grid-like sectors) and observed that LH ablated rats traversed more space than RH 

ablated rats (Denenberg, et al, 1978). Bianki (1988) corroborated this finding in rats with 

unilateral cortical suppression and Kubos & Robinson (1984) did in rats with smaller 

ablations to frontal cortex. 

The study of cerebral asymmetries for spatial learning and memory in the rat has 

elicited contradictory results. Several reports confirm that spatial maze learning is 

lateralized to the RH. Crowne, et al (1992) lesioned the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) in 

either the LH or RH prior to training rats on one of two tasks using a water maze. The 

"place" task involved training rats to locate a partially submerged platform in the maze 

from one of four different start positions. The "landmark" task forced rats to locate a 

platform, which shifted locations across trials, using a large black and white striped 

placard directly over it. The authors report that rats with RH lesions, but not LH lesions, 

were significantly impaired on the landmark task while only mildly impaired on the place 

version of the task. King & Corwin (1992) trained rats with unilateral posterior parietal 

lesions on a dry analogue of the water maze "place" task. The "cheeseboard" was a large 
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flat sxirface of wood with several holes cut into it. A small cache of food was hidden in 

the same hole throughout training, and the start position was varied across trials. Rats 

with aspiration lesions to the PPC in the RH were significantly impaired at locating the 

food relative to corresponding LH lesioned rats. Co well. Waters, & Denenberg (1997) 

monocularly occluded one of the rat's eyes with a patch as they were trained on the place 

version of the water maze task. Consistent with the previous results, rats with patches 

over the left eye (RH) exhibited a relative deficit over those with a right eye patch. 

Recentiy, a number of reports have indicated a surprising LH asymmetry for 

spatial learning. Adelstein & Crowne (1991) sectioned the callosum of female rats and 

trained them on the place version of the water maze task. Their results revealed that 

callosal-sectioned rats with aspiration lesions to the PPC of the LH were significantly 

more impaired than rats with corresponding RH lesions. The use of female rats, however, 

is problematic for comparison with studies of male rats, since different patterns of 

asymmetries have been reported for himians and rodents across genders (Lewis & 

Diamond, 1995; McGlone, 1980). It has been widely reported that the performance of 

male and female rats in water maze tasks varies considerably (Bucci, Chiba, & Gallagher, 

1995; Forgie & Kolb, 1998; Galea, et al, 1995). McDaniel, et al (1998) trained rats with 

unilateral posterior parietal lesions to find a submerged platform in a water version of the 

T-maze. Flashing lights along the start arm and inner walls of each of the goal alleys 

served as a cue to direct the rat to the correct alley. Rats with lesions to the PPC in the 

LH made significantly more errors and took longer to locate the platform than did 
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corresponding RH lesioned rats or controls. LaMendola & Bever (1997) trained rats on a 

radial maze task in which the goal was to locate food pellets located in the same five 

arms of an eight-arm maze. Using a cortical spreading depression method for 

temporarily lesioning one side of the cortex, they reported that rats with their LH intact 

during training made fewer overall arm entry errors and ran faster trials than did rats with 

their RH intact. Lastly, Bianki (1988) used the spreading depression technique for 

unilateral cortical suppression, and trained rats on a radial maze task in which the rat had 

to retrieve food rewards firom the ends of each arm. Though he reports no arm choice 

error differences between LH and RH intact rats, LH rats, on average, ran significantly 

faster trials than did RH. 

There are also a number of failures to find fimctional asymmetries in rats. Kolb, 

Sutherland, & Mackintosh (1984) trained hemidecorticate rats on a battery of spatial 

tasks including the water maze and a version of the radial maze task in which four of the 

eight amis contained rewards. Despite finding significant anatomical asymmetries for 

thickness and weight between the LH and RH, they reported no error or time differences 

between hemidecorticate groups during training. Tees (1984) replicated the same 

findings in a radial maze in which eight of the seventeen arms were baited. Kolb, et al 

(1984) also examined asymmetries for the hippocampus in maze training. Inconsistent 

with the results presented by Diamond (1985) and Sherman and Galaburda (1982), their 

anatomical comparison of the left and right hippocampus revealed no left-right 

anatomical asymmetry. Also, performance on the water maze and partially baited radial 
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maze did not differ in rats following removal of either their left or right hippocampus. 

Behavior of the imilaterally hippocampectomized rats was indistinguishable from 

controls, though rats with bilateral hippocampal ablations were severely impaired. Bures 

and his colleagues used the reversible lesioning agent tetrodotoxin to temporarily 

suppress ftinction of either the left or right hippocampus as rats were trained on the water 

maze task. Their results also failed to reveal any left-right specialization for learning 

(Fenton & Bures, 1993; Turner, Liu, & Bures, 1997). 

In summary, several experiments have tested whether functional asymmetries for 

space exist at the group level. The often-reported RH superiority was demonstrated in 

water maze learning in two groups (and a dry analog in the other), while one group, 

running females, found a reversed asymmetry. LH dominance was reported in other 

maze tasks including a T-shaped water maze in which flashing lights cued the goal arm, 

and in radial maze tasks where either some or all of the arms contained food rewards. 

Two groups reported no left-right asymmetries for radial maze learning in 

hemidecorticate rats nor unilaterally ablated hippocampal rats. Bures' group 

corroborated the failure to find an asymmetry in rats treated with the reversible lesioning 

agent, tetrodotoxin. The collection of these experiments, as a whole, makes it difficult to 

draw any conclusions about the cerebral lateralization of space in the rat. There is little 

consistency to the behavioral tasks or the lesioning methods applied to the studies. 

Whether or not the collective results could be attributable to task demands, hemispheric 

complementarity or to sample biases remains unanswered. 
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6. MYSTACIAL VTBRISSAE IN THE RAT 

Rats possess numerous sets of vibrissae across their face. The most pronoimced 

set are the mystacial vibrissae that lie in the central region of the snout on either side of 

the face. They are easily identified by their thick roots and relative length (6-8 cm) 

compared to other whiskers. They transduce sensory signals via mechanical deflection 

and are capable of encoding several properties of a stimulus like location, deflection 

direction, onset, offset, amplitude, and duration (Ahl, 1986). Afferent signals are relayed 

along sensory neurons in the trigeminal nerve complex. The nerve fibers pass through 

the ventrobasal nucleus and synapse on large multi-cellular cytoarchitectonic units called 

barrels in somatosensory cortex (Durham & Woolsey, 1985). One of the two sub-fields 

of barrels located in primary somatosensory cortex is the postero-medial barrel subfield 

(PMBSF). Barrels in the PMBSF have a imique one-to-one mapping of whisker to barrel 

and are arranged topologically with respect to the contralateral mystacial vibrissae. 

Following passive deflection of a whisker follicle, the corresponding barrel yields robust 

activity. Rats' whiskers are over-represented in the body map of the rat in somatosensory 

cortex, much like areas of the face, mouth, and hands are over-represented in the human 

body map (Welker, 1976). The PMBSF, alone, is nearly as large as the entire visual 

cortex of the rat. This suggests that the whiskers provide a great deal of information to 

the rat. Individual barrels display a great deal of plasticit>'. Barrel activity is exclusive to 

a single whisker, so it is possible to observe the effects of removing a single follicle on 

the surrounding barrel field map. The results to the barrel fields resemble those reported 
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following digit amputation in the monkey (Merzenich & Kaas, 1982). Following remoaval 

of the whisker, neighboring barrel fields expand into the nascent space. Toldi, Farkas^ & 

Volgyi (1994) have even reported cross-modal barrel field expansion into neighboring 

visual cortex in enucleated rats. It has also been reported that visual cortex expands imto 

the auditory cortex of deaf human patients (Neville, Schmidt, & Kutas, 1983). 

The exact purpose and fimction of the whiskers is still not well understood. It iis 

believed that the whiskers may act as an extended skin surface, but Brecht, Preilowski^ & 

Merzenich (1997) have argued, that the properties of the vibrissae and their organizaticon 

on the body surface are not consistent. Specifically, the individual whisker follicles 

differ from one another in length and angle from the skin. Also, the whiskers are not 

evenly spaced. They are tightly packed within a row and then more widely spaced 

between rows within a column. The authors argue that this tj^e of organization is weLI 

suited to decoding distances of proximal objects and translating locations into head-

centered co-ordinates. When rats are placed on an elevated runway and led out to a gatp 

between two planks, they frequently use their eyes to estimate the width of the gap to 

determine if it is small enough to jump. Blinded rats will use their whiskers in place orf 

their eyes to make the estimation. If the vibrissae are removed or the barrel fields are 

ablated, then the rat is imable to perform this task (Bameoud, et al, 1991; Hutson & 

Masterton, 1986). Schiffinan, et al (1970) reported that the vibrissae were involved with 

a rat's ability to calculate a descent gradient in a visual cliff apparatus. Rats whose 

vibrissae were removed prior to training always chose the shallower of two paths, while 
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controls were equally as likely to take either path. Both of these tasks involve using the 

whiskers to directly calculate nearby distances of objects and elevation changes. While 

these results support Brecht, et al's contention that whiskers do not behave like skin 

receptors, Guic-Robles, Valdivieso & Guajardo (1989) have demonstrated that the 

whiskers behave overall like an extended tactile surface in their ability to discriminate the 

textures of objects. 

In addition to discriminating local object features and distance detection, the 

whiskers may also be involved in maintaining a rat's vestibular sense. The whiskers have 

the potential to relay important head orientation information to the rat. Deflection 

direction and amplitude could relay feedback about speed of motion and angle of turn to 

the rat, though this has never been explicitly tested. Vincent (1912) reported that 

whisker-deprived rats frequently lost balance when placed on narrow elevated beams or 

adopted abnormal postures to maintain balance. One of the most curious behaviors 

associated with the whiskers is thigmotactic wall scanning. Rats placed in walled areas 

will often approach the nearest wall and begin to scan the perimeter of the arena with one 

side of their whiskers, even when they are placed in aquatic environments (Devan & 

White, 1999; Meyer & Meyer, 1992). Curt Richter (1959) first reported the effects of 

whisker removal on swim behavior when he found that whisker-deprived rats sank to the 

bottom of a pool and drowned. One interpretation of these results is that thigmotaxis, 

much like open-field hyperactivity, serves to reduce anxiety in a stressed rat. Injections 

of anxiolytic GABA-ergic drugs reduce thigmotactic behaviors in rats (Simon, et al. 
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1994; Treit & Fundytus, 1988). It is unknown whether thigmotaxis might also be related 

to spatial learning, however. Only the earliest reports from Vincent (1912) even suggest 

that removing the whiskers on both sides has any deleterious effects on maze behavior. 

Whisker-deprived rats trained to run on elevated mazes made significantly more errors 

and were up to five times more likely to fall of the maze than control rats v^dth intact 

whiskers. Rats tested on a more comprehensive battery of motor behaviors involving 

balance and locomotion were more likely to lose balance or have trouble crossing a 

narrow beam when the whiskers were removed just prior to testing (Riesenfeld, 1979). 

Thus, the whiskers may be involved in maintaining head orientation. 

Earlier experiments reported that removal of the whiskers impaired rats' ability to 

encode proximal distance of objects from the head (Bameoud, et al, 1991; Hutson & 

Masterton, 1986; Schiffinan, et al, 1970). Therefore, the whiskers may return 

proprioceptive feedback of head position in three-dimensional space and contribute to 

vestibular balance of the rat. One recent theory suggests that vestibular information is 

essential to the construction of map-like representations of space in rats (McNaughton, et 

al, 1996). Cells that are sensitive to angular motion of the head have been reported in 

different areas of the rat brain including the postsubiculum (Taube, Miiller, &. Ranck, 

1990), anterior dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (Taube, 1995), and retrosplenial cortex 

(Chen, et al, 1994). The tuning of these head-direction cells is largely governed by some 

combination of visual and vestibular input (Blair 8c Sharp, 1996; Goodridge, et al, 1998; 

Knierim, Kudrimoti, «& McNaughton, 1995). There are established links between head-
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direction tuning and vestibular input as well as vestibular sense and whisker activity, but 

the indirect link between head direction cells and whisker activity has not been made yet. 

If such a link were established, it would predict that disturbing normal whisker activity 

would impair spatial learning by not preventing head-direction cells from becoming 

properly tuned. Disturbing the whiskers may have the same adverse effects on radial 

maze learning as does vestibular disorientation or lesions to the anterior dorsal thalamic 

nuclei (Dudchenko, et al, 1997a, 1997b). Though it might be predicted that removing the 

whiskers would interfere with maze learning in the rat, it has not yet been demonstrated. 

The only reports that have examined the effects of whisker removal on maze 

learning, have failed to show any impairment (Allesandri, Vonau, & Classen, 1994; 

Symons & Tees, 1990). One possible explanation for this failure may be the removal of 

the whiskers at birth, in both studies. Rats deprived of their whiskers from an early age 

may. have adapted compensatory strategies for solving spatial tasks. When one side of a 

rat's whiskers was locally anesthetized with Lidocaine, maze performance was adversely 

affected relative to xmtreated controls (LaMendola & Bever, 1997). This suppression 

technique only temporarily inhibited normal whisker sensation in the rat while it was 

performing the task. Temporary lesions may be more advantageous, in general, because 

they allow the researcher to observe the effects of whisker suppression in an animal 

whose strategies have evolved with input from that sensory system. The reversible nature 

of the local anesthetic procedure originally developed by Thor and Ghiselli (1973) is also 
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advantageous because it does not allow the rat to adapt other non-spatial behaviors such 

as chewing and grooming following the loss of the whiskers. 
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7. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS 

The general belief is that spatial functions are lateralized to the RH in humans and 

rodents, though we reported that rats learned a foraging task in the radial maze better with 

their LH intact (LaMendoIa & Bever, 1997). In addition to the interpretation that the LH 

truly was dominant for this task, other methodological explanations were also able to 

accoimt for the data. One explanation was that the RH was unable to demonstrate 

superiority because of retroactive interference from initial maze learning. All rats were 

trained on the same maze for fifty trials prior to receiving the unilateral treatment during 

the learning of a second maze. That exposes the possibility that the knowledge acquired 

during initial maze training interfered with the second maze. Despite the inclusion of a 

ten-day delay period to allow decay of the knowledge, the possibility remains that rats 

retained the information. If the RH was the dominant hemisphere for this task, that 

knowledge might have been selectively stored there. When rats began learning the 

second maze, they may have had to "unlearn" that knowledge from the previous maze in 

the RH, which allowed the LH to predominate. While this explanation is viable, an 

analysis of rats' arm choices in the second maze does not suggest that they were choosing 

locations or arms based on the first maze that they had learned. In addition, though the 

mazes themselves were of the same type, each was furnished with different cues and each 

maze was in a different kind of running room with different decorations. 
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An alternative explanation is that the LH superiority emerged because of the 

uniqueness of the training conditions dictated by the maze. Specifically, particular 

features of the maze or training task failed to elicit expected map-based foraging 

strategies. The strategies that rats selected in the maze were not those that might 

normally be associated with conventional radial mazes. The implication is that the 

unique maze used in the experiment altered task demands and solution strategies to the 

extent that they were more compatible with the cognitive style of the LH. Though such 

an explanation is predominantly methodological, it inherently suggests that functional 

lateralization in rats is controlled by the same factors (i.e. computational demands of 

solution strategies) as in humans. Recall that subjects of varying musical expertise 

discriminated melodic stimuli in qualitatively different ways, and that those differences 

contributed to different patterns of cerebral dominance (Bever & Chiarello, 1974). 

Across a range of tasks, musically sophisticated subjects were LH or RH dominant for 

music depending on the specific demands of the task. For those same tasks, non-

musicians frequently exhibited complementary hemispheric dominance (Kellar & Bever, 

1980; Peretz, Morais, & Bertelson, 1987; Peretz & Babai", 1992; Tan, Aiello, & Bever, 

1978). The results demonstrated that different subject groups used different cognitive 

processes when performing the same task, and that hemispheric dominance for those 

tasks was dependent upon the cognitive strategies and mental representations used by 

subjects. Therefore, it is predicted that the anomalous LH superiority for maze learning 

is due to unique task demands that elicited predominantly LH processes and not due to 

initial maze interference on the RH. 
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Specifically, it is hypothesized that the addition of walls to an open runway maze 

resulted in a qualitative shift in rats' foraging style. The addition of walls to a standard 

runway style radial maze involved a shift from cognitive strategies predominantly 

associated with the RH to those associated with the LH. Three experiments have been 

designed to address collectively the hypothesis that learning the same foraging task 

across different maze environments a) elicits different behavioral strategies for solving 

the task, b) results in concomitant shifts in the direction of the asymmetry, and c) relies 

on different visual landmark information that is vital to the solution strategies of each 

hemisphere. The above hypothesis rests on the assumption that the rats' behavior across 

the two maze conditions is indeed different. This assumption is addressed in the first 

experiment that forms the groundwork for the following two. The more general aim of 

this dissertation is to gain a deeper understanding of the rat model for human cerebral 

asymmetries. Thus far, animal researchers often interpret their results in terms of the 

same skill-based theories of asymmetries that have long since been superseded amongst 

researchers studying asymmetries in human. The results from these experiments will 

demonstrate that a multi-processing based theory of asymmetries best characterizes the 

phenomenon in rodents, as well as in humans. 
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8. EXPERIMENT 1: RUNWAY AND WALLED MAZE ACQUISITION IN 

UNTREATED RATS 

Subjects 

Subjects were 90 male Sprague-Dawley albino rats between the ages of 90 and 

120 days, bred in captivity at the Harlan Sprague-Dawley Farm. Forty-five rats were 

trained in the runway style maze and 45 were trained in the walled maze. All rats were 

singly housed in the Central Animal Facility at the University of Arizona in plastic cages 

and maintained on a 12 hour light-dark cycle. 

Apparatus 

Each of the eight-arm radial mazes was 48" in diameter with each arm extending 

out 20" from an 8" center area. The perimeter of the walled maze was surroimded by a 

14" wall and was painted dark brown with a latex paint. Bait wells were routed a half-

inch deep at the end of each arm. Suspended approximately 6" over the entrance to each 

arm was one of eight objects that acted as an associative "local cue". These distinctive 

objects were selected on the basis of size, angularity, and luminescence such that no two 

objects shared more than two features. The runway maze was constructed to the same 

specifications, except that the perimeter was surrounded by a short vertical surface that 

was only 1.5" high. Both mazes were placed on pedestals approximately 24" off of the 

ground. Photographs of each maze are presented in Figure 1. 
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Mazes were located in different running rooms measuring approximately 8' by 

10'. Illumination was provided by two fluorescent fixtures affixed to the ceiling about 7' 

above the maze that ran parallel to arms 1 and 5 in the maze. Extramaze cues consisted 

of objects that were normally arrayed about the room and included a large painted cement 

pillar on the north wall, the entry door located on the south wall, a sink basin in the 

southwest comer of the room, and a rack of recording equipment placed against the east 

wall. The extent to which the sink and equipment rack were visible from the inside of the 

maze varied with location inside the maze and proximity to the walls. Rats run on the 

runway maze would also be able to view a trashcan located in the northwest comer an a 

rack with cleaning supplied mounted in the northeast comer. During the experiment, the 

experimenter randomly moved about the room to avoid acting as a stationary landmark. 

Procedure 

All rats were handled and weighed on a daily basis prior to the start of the 

experiment. This handling phase lasted for two weeks and included the period of time 

when rats had their body weights slowly reduced to 85-90% of their ad libitum weight. 

On the first day of the experiment, all rats were placed in the maze to which they were 

randomly assigned for thirty minutes. Food was scattered throughout each arm and the 

central area of the maze dviring this orientation session. If a rat consumed all of the 

pellets in less than 15 minutes, they were replaced and the rat was allowed to continue 

foraging for another 10 more minutes. Ail rats actively explored the apparatus and 

consumed food pellets. Training on the general foraging task began the following day. 
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During training, rewards were placed in the same five arms of the maze across all 

trials. Though the actual arms were randomly assigned to each rat, the configuration of 

the three unbaited arms for all rats was the same. The imbaited arms formed a ' Y' shape 

in the maze and the rat began each trial facing the baited arm located adjacent to the two 

unbaited arms forming the arms of the ' Y' and directly across firom the base. A 

schematic illustration of the maze and the baiting scheme is represented in Figure IC. 

Rats were brought into the laboratory in their home cages that were placed in the sink 

basin. They were trained in daily thirty-minute sessions for as many trials as could be 

completed in that time. Between trials, the rat was placed in its home cage in the sink for 

approximately two to three minutes, during which time the experimenter rebaited the 

maze and recorded the data firom the previous trial. 

Rats began each trial facing the designated start arm and continued entering arms 

until all five reward pellets were retrieved or five minutes had elapsed. The experimenter 

recorded arm choices on paper and the trial length with a stopwatch. An "entry" was 

recorded if all four paws had crossed the threshold of the arm. On occasion, during the 

earliest phases of training, rats would be reluctant to move in the maze and would exceed 

the five-minute time limit. Daily training session were terminated early if a rat ran three 

consecutive trials of five minutes or longer. Data from incomplete trials was not included 

in any of the analysis. Experimenters also made comments regarding any unusual 
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behavior by the rat, when necessary. Following completion of the daily training session, 

rats were retumed to their home cage where they were given a limited supply of food. 

Maze performance was evaluated by analyzing the duration and number of errors 

that rats made on each trial. Three different error measures were used in the analyses. 

The first is an analysis of total number of errors, which occurs whenever the rat exits an 

arm without a reward. Honig (1978) proposed a further breakdown of all errors into two 

constituent types. In a selectively baited radial maze, there is a subset of arms that never 

contain food pellets throughout training. When a rat enters one of these arms it is 

referred to as a "reference memory error", because it reflects a rat's inability to remember 

the long-term across-trial bait status of individual arms. A second type of error involves 

re-entering an arm that had previously been visited on a given trial. This type of error has 

been termed a "working memory error", because it reflects an inability to apply 

information about recent visits within a given trial. There is also a third ambiguous type 

of error in which the rat re-enters an always-imbaited arm. Because it is difficult to 

characterize whether this tj'pe of error is made as a result of reference or working 

memory failures, it has been omitted from individual analysis, yet it does contribute to 

the analysis of total number of errors per trial. The means were averaged across all 

training trials and reflect the mean number of errors made per trial. To complement the 

error analyses, we also examined initial choice accuracy on a trial, which involved 

looking at the first five arm choices that a rat made on a trial, and counting the number of 

correct visits were made amongst those five choices. The analysis was restricted to the 
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first five arm choices because that was the minimum number of choices a rat could make 

on an errorless trial. 

Ann choice behavior was also analyzed on each trial. Three different measures of 

arm choice behavior were selected to determine whether any qualitative differences 

existed in the ways that rats foraged in each maze. The measures focused primarily on 

the consistency or stereotj^jy of responses in the two mazes. The arm choice information 

combined with the cue rotation data in Experiment 3 should provide a glimpse into the 

general strategies used by rats in each maze. One measure of arm choice behavior was 

the percentage of adjacent arm choices rats made on each trial. Adjacency is a strong 

indicator of circling behavior in the maze. Rats in both maze conditions tend to maintain 

a strong directional bias to the arm choices on a trial, so high adjacency usually indicates 

circling. The percentage of adjacent responses was calculated for each trial. Another 

analysis of arm choice behavior focused on the patterns of arm entries across trials. For 

each trial, the first five arms were isolated and treated as a discrete pattern. Once again, 

the decision to analyze the first five arm choices was made because represented the 

minimum nimiber of entries required for an errorless trial. The analysis consisted of 

dimply counting the nimaber of unique pattems used throughout training for each rat. 

A second measure of arm-choice stereotypy analyzed arm choice stereotypy in a 

way that was independent of the exact sequential order in which the choices were made. 

An analysis of across trial "stereotypy" quantified rats' tendencies to enter specific arms 
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when exiting other arms independent of where the arm choice occurred in the pattem. A 

stereotypy score was calculated for each trial using a sequence of steps illustrated in 

Figure 2, and described below. For each rat, an eight by eight array was constructed that 

represented the first five arm choices the rat made on the final 20 trials of training. Each 

row of this array represented the arm firom which the rat left and each column represented 

the next arm. The first four transitions (choice from one arm to another) of each of the 

last 20 trials of training were used to fill in this table. Provided that no trials were 

omitted or incomplete, rats would contribute 80 arm choices to this table (4 transitions 

over 20 trials) that were then converted to percentages. Each rat had a unique table that 

reflected the percentages of times it made arm specific arm choices during the last half of 

training, and could be used as a lookup table to measure the stereotypy of all trials during 

training. The data was re-run through a computer program that looked at the first 4 

transitions for every trial during training, and looked up the percentage of time that 

choice was made during the final half of training. The four percentages were added 

together (one for each arm choice) and averaged. That average was the stereotypy score. 

A maximum score of 100 was possible for any trial but would only occur if the rat made 

the same four transitions on each of its last 20 trials and the trial for which the stereotypy 

measure was being calculated had the same arm choices. A score of zero was common 

during the first few trials of training as rats entered arms that were never repeated during 

the last half of training. It is worth noting that this method was not sensitive to the 

particular order that the arm choice was made. For example, if the rat went from arm 7 to 

arm 6, it would not matter if that was the first choice made of the trial or the fourth. The 
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stereotypy measure is, therefore, not sensitive to the order of arm choices, just whether 

they were made at all in the selected initial sequence of a trial. An analysis was done that 

also counted order, but the stereotypy scores were often below 1.00, so the wider range 

order-independent measure was used. 

The error measures that were used to gauge performance are measures that are 

fairly standard measures that are conventionally used by other researchers studying this 

behavior. The adjacency measure is also a common analysis of arm choice behavior in 

radial mazes. The pattern analysis and stereotypy measure were developed specijScally 

for these analyses. In general, the analyses in this experiment and subsequent 

experiments in this dissertation will focus on these performance and arm choice 

measures. Because of the small number of subjects in Experiments 2 and 3, all analyses 

were performed on group trial means rather than on group subject means. 

Results 

Trials on which the rat failed to retrieve all five reward pellets or exceeded the 

ten-minute maximum were omitted from the analysis (449 of4500 trials were removed or 

approximately 10% of all trials). Out of the 449 trials that were omitted, 181 of those 

trials came from rats trained in the runway maze and 268 from rats in the walled maze. 

On average across all 90 rats, those trained in the walled maze, had significantly more 

trials dropped t (88) = 2.04, p < .05. 
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The &st measure of performance that was analyzed was nmning time per trial. 

Time per trial, however, is strongly correlated to error performance = .57, p < .0001), 

and may be confounded by total arms entered by the rat. This confoimd was controlled 

by covarying out the number of arms entered on a trial from the time score. This 

ANCOVA was significant across the two maze conditions [F (1, 4050) = 76.52, p < .001 

(all p-values less than .0001 will be accompanied by power scores for the analysis, power 

= .65)]. Rats trained in the nmway maze {Mean = 74.36 seconds) ran significantly faster 

trials, on average, than those trained in the walled maze {Mean = 91.81 seconds). 

The means for each error type across maze conditions are presented in Figure 3. 

ANOVA's were used to test differences across maze conditions for each error measure. 

Rats trained in the walled maze made significantly fewer overall number of errors [F (1, 

4050) = 60.69, p < .0001], as well as fewer reference memory errors [F (1, 4050) = 15.30, 

p < .0001] and working memory errors per trial [F (1, 4050) = 83.82, p < .0001]. Across 

all error measures, rats trained in the walled version of the maze made fewer errors per 

trial despite ruiming trials slower. It is unknown whether this reflects some kind of 

speed-accuracy tradeoff, since the general correlation between time length and number of 

errors indicated a direct relationship. In addition, to analyzing error performance, 

accuracy was also measured. The first five arm entries were isolated for each complete 

trial. Five entries were chosen because it reflected the minimum nimiber of arms that 

could be entered on an errorless trial. Amongst the first five arms, the number of correct 

entries was counted (max = 5.00 for a trial). An ANOVA revealed that rats trained in the 
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walled maze entered significantly more correct arms in the first five choices than did 

those trained on the traditional runway maze [F (1, 4050) = 15.68, p < .0001]. The 

following analyses examined arm choice behavior during training. 

An ANOVA measured the differences across maze environments for adjacency 

(percent of adjacent responses on a trial). Rats trained in the walled maze (70.23% of 

arm choices per trial) had 11% higher rates of adjacency compared to rats trained in the 

runway maze (59.27%) [F (1, 4050) = 220.30, p < .0001]. If a rat always turns in the 

same direction as it exits an arm, then the shortest path to collect all of the rewards from 

the start arm involves two adjacent arm entries and two entries that are separated by two 

arms. Thus, optimal adjacency should be 50%. Figure 4 reflects a breakdown of the 

adjacency means by 10-trial training block throughout the fifty trials of training. It is 

clear that both maze groups begin to approach 50% toward the end of training, but the 

differences for the first 20-30 trials of training is robust suggesting that the difference in 

arm choice behavior was evident from the beginning. When the adjacency means were 

averaged across two 25-trial training blocks in each maze, the interaction of maze type by 

training block is significant [F (1, 4050) = 112.66, p < .0001], further confirming that the 

largest difference occurred early. 

The arm choice pattern analysis was considered next. Amongst the 45 rats trained 

in the walled maze, there was a median score of 18 patterns used (standard error of 1.0); 

while amongst the same number of rats in the runway maze, the median was 30 
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(standard error of 1.1). When errorless trials were analyzed separately, it was found that 

control rats trained in the traditional runway maze used one of three different patterns to 

collect the rewards while rats trained in the walled maze used only two. If a rat exhibits a 

predominant pattern on errorless trials, that pattern is used 88% of the time in the walled 

maze and 73% of the time in the traditional runway maze. 

The ANOVA for the stereotypy index scores by maze type was significant and 

robust. Trials run by rats in the walled maze {Mean = 9.04) generated significantly 

higher stereotypy scores for each trial than those trained in the runway maze {Mean = 

7.05) [F (1, 4050) = 118.82, p < .0001], The means for each condition are represented in 

Figure SB beneath the schematic description of the calculation process. As for 

adjacency, stereotypy scores were much higher in the walled maze. Adjacency and 

stereotypy means were calculated for each rat and the correlation between the two was 

calculated at = .32, p < .01] suggesting that the two are significantly related. Though 

they are correlated, there is a difference between the two that emerges when the means 

for stereotypy are broken down into 10-trial training blocks as seen in Figure 5A. Recall 

that the adjacency mean differences were greatest during the first half of training while 

the stereotypy means differ most over the last half of training. This is significant because 

high stereotypy scores can potentially be associated with very poor performance or very 

good performance. Rats that circle at high levels tend to make the same adjacent arm 

choices as they repeat the same motor pattern across training. This translates to high 

stereotypy scores, particularly during early training when rates of circling are highest. 
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On the other hand, rats that have mastered the task often use the same pattern of arm 

entries to efficiently retrieve rewards. This is likely due to the fact that they begin each 

trial facing the same arm of the maze. Nevertheless;, rats that use a consistent pattern to 

collect the rewards will also exhibit high stereotypy scores, particularly late in training 

after they have learned to locate the rewards. The grraph of stereotypy, by training block, 

can distinguish the kind of behavior stereotypy represents, in this experiment. The 

analysis for this experiment reveals that the differen-ce in stereotypy scores is largest over 

the final two blocks of training. This suggests that r-ats trained in the walled maze have 

higher scores because they tend to use the same patt^^m of entries to collect the rewards 

once they have learned the task. 

A more direct way to measure the relationshap of stereotypy to performance is to 

measure the correlation of stereotypy with each errorr measure. The means were 

calculated for each subject and the correlations for srtereotypy with both reference and 

working memory errors were calculated. As expected, stereotypy was negatively 

correlated with both reference [r^ = -.29, p < .01] an»d. working memory errors = -.45, 

p < .0001]. Therefore, stereotypy is correlated with arm choice accuracy in this foraging 

task and suggests that rats appear to be more likely to develop a more consistent pattern 

for entering arms in the walled maze than the runwa^^ maze. 

The same correlations were also performed ffor adjacency and each error measure 

to determine its effects. If a rat persists with a circlimg strategy, it artificially increases 
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the number of reference memory errors and reduces the number of working memory 

errors. Each rat begins the trial facing the baited arm that is between two unbaited arms 

and directly across from the third unbaited arm. Since rats are removed from the maze 

after obtaining the final reward, a circling rat never has an opportunity to visit the third 

unbaited arm. As long as the rat maintains a consistent turn direction, it will make two 

reference memory errors and no working memory errors. This was the pattern that was 

expressed in these rats. Adjacency was positively correlated with reference memory 

errors \r^ = .39, p < .0001] and negatively correlated with working memory errors [r^ = -

.48, p<.0001]. 

Because circling behavior can affect the number of reference and working 

memory errors in the maze and because adjacency and stereotypy were not even across 

all training groups, adjacency was covaried out of the re-analyses of error performance. 

The goal of understanding the acquisition of spatial information is compromised by data 

from trials in which rats rely solely on a non-spatial mnemonic strategy. The fact that 

rates of adjacency robustly varied across maze conditions is of interest in and of itself, 

but it reduces the ability to examine any hypotheses relating to the acquisition of spatial 

information. Therefore, it is necessary to re-analyze the error data while removing the 

variance associated with non-spatial circling behavior. A follow-up analysis of 

CO variance (ANCOVA) was performed that covaried out the confounding adjacency 

measure. The adjusted and non-adjusted means are presented in Figure 6. They show that 

while adjacency did affect the means of each group, removing its variance only served to 
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increase the differences between mazes for each error measure. Rats trained in the 

walled maze made significantly fewer reference [F (1, 4050) = 140.24, p < .0001] and 

working memory errors [F (1, 4050) = 34.84, p < .0001] per trial than those trained in the 

runway maze. 

Discussion - Experiment I 

Despite the fact that the learning task in this experiment was identical for rats 

trained in both maze conditions, those trained in the walled maze made fewer reference 

and working memory errors during training than those trained in the traditional runway 

maze. Amongst the first five arm choices that rats made, rats trained in the walled 

version of the maze also made more correct arm choices. They were, therefore, more 

successful at avoiding errors and targeting baited arms. The only difference that can 

account for this difference is the addition of the walls to the maze. The error data only 

tells half of the story, however. The error differences were closely related to the foraging 

techniques employed by rats trained in each maze condition, as evidenced by the arm 

choice behavior. 

The most dramatic difference occurred for rates of adjacency in each maze. There 

was a large increase in adjacency when rats were trained in the walled version of the 

maze. The differences were largest (around 30%) for the first block of ten training trials. 

Since rats maintained a clear directional turn preference within each trial, adjacency is 

representative of a circling strategy. On trials in which rats exclusively circled, they 
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made exactly two reference memory errors and no working memory errors. Wliile this 

would normally imply that the group that circled the most in this experiment miade the 

most reference errors, the opposite occurred in this experiment. Rats trained irk the 

walled maze made significantly fewer errors despite the fact that their adjacency scores 

were also higher. When adjacency was co varied out of the analysis for reference 

memory errors, the statistical significance of the difference between runway antd walled 

maze trained rats fiirther increased. 

The reason for this contradiction is that circling actually helped rats traijied in the 

walled maze during the early part of training. The natural limits of two refereruce 

memory errors and zero working memory errors per trial was significantly fewer than the 

number of errors expected by rats who employed a more varied foraging strategy. 

Circling is more efficient than random foraging, and so long as rats do not exclusively 

rely on such a strategy, it would yield fewer errors per trial when averaged across all 

training trials. Because circling is not an optimal strategy, it does not persist at high rates 

in either maze over the final twenty trials of training. Rates of circling for rats in both 

mazes begin to decline toward the optimal rate of 50% toward the end of trainiaig. 

Whether or not circling reflects any type of spatial strategy is unclear. Forema*i (1985) 

reported that adjacent circling in a fiUly baited maze emerged after "spatial en&oding" 

took place, which on average followed many days of training. Additionally, both Haga 

(1998) and Ammassari-Teule, et al (1993) demonstrated that adjacency increases with 
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training in the fully baited radial maze. Olton & Werz (1977) also reported that circling 

behavior was disrupted following hippocampal lesions. 

Two measures of arm choice stereotypy also indicated high degrees of 

consistency amongst rats' arm choices in the walled maze. Rats in the walled maze used 

fewer different pattems for collecting rewards throughout training and exhibited higher 

stereotypy index scores. Stereotypy was inversely correlated wdth both reference and 

working memory error measures, and increased over training. This suggests that 

stereotypy reflected a rat's tendency to obtain the rewards using a well-leamed motor 

pattern. The strong influence of such a pattern may have been due to the fact that rats 

began each trial facing the same arm of the maze. A single invariant pattern is an 

efficient and viable strategy under such experimental conditions. This interpretation is 

further supported by the observation that errorless trials feature a high degree of 

consistency in the sequence of entries into baited arms. Frequently, rats enter the arms in 

a more or less fixed order on such trials. 

The results from this experiment complement other work which has demonstrated 

differences in arm choice behavior across mazes with carefully controlled visual access to 

extramaze landmarks (Brown, et al, 1993; Brown, & Bing, 1997; Brown & Moore, 1997; 

Brown & Drew, 1998). Brown has made the provocative claim that when rats are trained 

to forage for food in a traditional runway maze, no specialized spatial knowledge is 

required to guide arm choices (Brown, 1992). Spatial guidance of arm choices becomes 
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evident only when perceptual access to extramaze landmarks is compromised. Follow-up 

experiments in mazes with no access to extramaze space have indicated that rats are still 

capable of performing at above chance levels (Brown & Moore, 1997; Dale & Innis, 

1986; Etienne, et al, 1994; Foreman & Stevens, 1982). This preserved ability is likely due 

to the rats' reliance upon vestibular or self-motion information to track location as part of 

a dead reckoning strategy (Gallistel, 1990, Etienne, et al, 1996; Mittelstaedt & 

Mittelstaedt, 1982). While this makes sense in an enclosed or shrouded maze, it is 

unknown whether rats trained in. the walled maze relied on a similar strategy. Our walled 

maze merely impeded visual access but did not eliminate it, and therefore does not permit 

such a generalization. The results from this experiment are consistent with many 

behavioral interpretations, and exclude few. While some interpretations may be more 

likely than others, it is the case that no conclusions may be drawn based on the limited 

data obtained, thus far. The most that can be claimed is that rats relied on different 

foraging strategies in each of the two mazes, and that the strategy employed by rats 

trained in the walled maze resulted in more accurate foraging. 

In summary, this experiment demonstrates that rats learned to locate rewards in 

the two mazes in quantitatively and qualitatively different ways. Rats in the walled maze 

made fewer errors despite running slower trials. Differences also emerged for arm choice 

behavior in both mazes. Rats in the walled maze demonstrated significantly higher rates 

of circling, which was highest during very early training. The early circling helped 

reduce errors compared to rats that foraged in a more random fashion. Normally, circling 
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is not part of an optimal solution strategy when compared to a more varied arm choice 

strategy, but during early training, it is superior because it prevents the rat from re

entering arms on a trial. It was not possible to differentiate specific foraging strategies, 

as the data are consistent with many interpretations. The next experiment uses a whisker 

anesthetization technique to determine if unique foraging strategies associated with the 

runway and walled maze involve cognitive processes normally associated with one 

hemisphere or the other. This will help constrain the range of strategies currently under 

consideration to those that are consistent with the dominant hemisphere in each maze. 
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9. EXPERIMENT!: RUNWAY AND WALLED MAZE ACQUISITION IN RATS 

WITH UNILATERALLY SUPPRESSED WHISKERS 

Subjects 

Subjects were 53 new male Sprague-Dawley albino rats between the ages of 90 

and 100 days, bred in captivity at the Harlan Sprague-Dawley Farm. All rats were 

different from those run in the previous experiment. Twenty-five rats were trained in the 

runway style maze and were further broken down by side intact as follows: 9 sham 

control rats (BW Intact), 8 left whisker intact rats (LW Intact), and 8 right whisker intact 

rats (RW Intact). Twenty-eight rats were trained in the walled maze and were broken 

down by side intact as follows: 9 control rats (BW Intact), 10 left whisker intact rats 

(LW Intact), and 9 right whisker intact rats (RW Intact). Rats were randomly assigned to 

both maze and treatment condition. All animals were singly housed in the Central 

Animal Facility at the University of Arizona in plastic cages and maintained on a 12 hour 

light-dark cycle. 

Apparatus 

The same runway and walled radial-arm mazes from the previous experiment 

were used in this experiment. Detailed specifications of their measurements and 

construction can be found the Apparatus section of the previous experiment. 

Whisker Injection Procedure 
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Animals in this experiment imderwent a procedure that locally anesthetized the 

perifollicular region of the rat's snout, including all of the mystacial vibrissal tracts on 

one side of the head. Rats were first hghtly anesthetized via inhalation of Halothane 

vapors. Then, they were subcutaneously injected with a 2% injectable Lidocaine solution 

into the vibrissal tracts of the perifollicular region. Injection site was systematically 

rotated across training days to minimize the development of scar tissue from multiple 

injections in the same location. Additionally, the smallest gauge needle tip available was 

used (28 gauge). Following withdrawal of the needle tip, an antibiotic ointment was 

applied at the site. Recovery from the Halothane gas took approximately five minutes 

while motor recovery of the whiskers from the Lidocaine took well over 45 minutes. 

Twitchiag activity was repeatedly monitored during the training session. Sham treated 

control rats were exposed to Halothane and then revived without any injection. 

Procedure 

Rats in this experiment were run on the same general foraging task described in 

the previous experiment, with the exception that prior to each daily training session, 

prescribed rats received an injection of local anesthetic to the left or right whiskers. All 

rats were first placed in their randomly assigned maze for thirty minutes and allowed to 

consume all of the food pellets that were scattered about the ground. They were trained 

to locate food in the same five arms of the maze across all training trials. No anesthetic 

was applied to the whiskers prior to this orientation session. Daily block training with the 

partially baited radial maze began the next day. The configuration of the unbaited arms 
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formed a 'Y' and all rats began each trial facing the baited arm immediately adjacent to 

the two nearest imbaited arms and across from the third. Rats were block-trained in daily 

thirty-minute sessions for up to ten trials per day. Training was ended early if the rat ran 

three consecutive five-minute trials. All other procedural details were similar to those 

described in the previous experiment. 

Results 

Before any statistics were performed on this data, incomplete trials were 

identified and discarded. A trial was omitted if the five-minute time limit for the trial 

expired and/or all rewards were not successfully obtained. This constituted 

approximately 10% (264 of 2650 trials) of all trials. Using the remaining trials, an 

analysis of time and error rates were performed. Once again, all analyses were performed 

on group trial means rather than on group subject means. Where it is relevant (a p-value 

under .0001), the power score will also be reported. 

The first analysis was for trial duration. Because of the correlation between 

length of trial and total number of arms entered [r^ = .58, p < .0001], the decision was 

once again made to covary out total arms entered from the analysis. A 2-way ANCOVA 

was performed on the omnibus interaction of maze type (two levels) by treatment side 

(three levels) for trial length (in seconds). The interaction was significant [F (2, 2384) = 

28.78, p < .0001], as were the main effects for maze type [F (1, 2385) = 36.96, p < .0001] 

and side intact [F (2, 2385) = 52.96, p < .0001]. Follow-up analyses were performed on 
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the two unilaterally treated whisker groups (no sham controls). The maze type by side 

intact interaction for trial length amongst unilaterally treated rats was not significant, 

however, both main effects were significantly different. Trials run by all unilaterally 

treated rats in the runway maze were significantly shorter than those run in the walled 

maze [F (1, 1560) = 83.66, p < .0001], and across both maze conditions, trials run by RW 

Intact rats were shorter than those run by LW Intact rats [F (I, 1560) = 10.33, p < .001 

(power = .89)]. The results of the time analyses demonstrate that trials run by RW Intact 

rats were significantly shorter than those run by L W Intact rats and trials run in the 

runway maze were significantly shorter than those in the walled maze. As expected, the 

fastest group was therefore RW Intact rats trained in the runway maze and the slowest 

group was LW Intact rats in the wailed maze. 

The analyses of the error measures began with total number of errors made per 

trial, which is presented as a graph in Figure 7A. The omnibus interaction for maze type 

by side intact was marginally significant when performed across grouped trials [F (2, 

2384) = 2.85, p < .058 (power = .56)]. Though the omnibus interaction was only 

marginally significant, a two-way interaction of maze type and treatment side was still 

performed for the two unilaterally treated groups. This interaction was not significant 

either [F (1, 1560) = 0.67], though the main effect for imilateral treatment side was 

significant [F (1, 1560) = 9.78, p < .01] suggesting that across both types of maze 

environments, trials run by LW intact rats resulted in significantly fewer total errors. The 

asymmetry did not vary with maze conditions, and there was no significant main effect 
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for maze type grouped across imilaterally treated groups. This analysis of total errors 

corroborates the widely reported RH dominance for spatial navigation. 

Reference memory errors were considered next and the means for each treatment 

group by maze condition is presented in Figure 7B. The omnibus interaction of maze 

type by side of whisker treatment was significant [F (2, 2385) = 10.63, p < .0001], as was 

the interaction when only the two unilaterally treated whisker groups were considered 

across maze tj^es [F (1, 1560) = 15.31, p < .0001]. The main effect for maze type, 

however, was not significant when collapsing across all treatment groups, nor was the 

LW-RW Intact comparison when collapsing across both maze conditions. In the runway 

maze, trials run by rats with their LW Intact resulted in significantly fewer reference 

memory errors [F (1, 636) = 9.29, p < .01 (power = .86)], while the opposite was true in 

the walled maze where rats with their RW Intact made fewer errors [F (1, 923) = 6.03, p 

< .01 (power = .69)]. Amongst LW Intact rats, significantly fewer reference memory 

errors were made on trials run in the walled maze than the runway maze [F (1, 803) = 

19.21, p < .0001]. RW Intact rats made numerically fewer errors in the runway maze, but 

the difference failed to achieve significance. Side of whisker treatment robustly 

interacted with maze condition. Trials run by LW Intact rats exhibited fewer reference 

memory errors than those run by RW Intact rats, while the opposite was tme for the 

walled maze. 
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Group means for the analysis of working memory errors were presented in Figure 

7C. The overall interaction of maze type by whisker treatment group failed to reach 

statistical significance [F (2,2385) = 2.08, p < .15], and suggested that the main effects 

may contain significant differences. Significantly fewer working memory errors were 

made on trials run in the walled maze relative to the runway maze [F(l,2385) = 18.88,p 

< .0001]. While sham controls made significantly fewer errors than either unilaterally 

treated group did, the LW-RW contrast amongst treated rats was also significant as fewer 

errors were made on trials run by LW Intact rats [F (1, 1560) = 9.69, p < .01 (power = 

.95)]. Unlike the robust interaction found for reference memory errors, the side of 

whiskers that remained intact during training did not interact with the type of maze. In 

both mazes, LW Intact rats made significantly fewer working memory errors, though the 

difference was only significant in the walled maze [F (1, 923) = 12.68, p < .001]. LW 

Intact rats made significantly fewer errors in the walled maze [F (1, 803) = 7.56, p < .01 

(power = .79)], while RW rats did not significantly differ between the two maze 

conditions. 

Next we examined the same measures of arm choice behavior that were 

introduced in the previous experiment begirming v^th the adjacency analysis. Means are 

presented, graphically, in Figure 8A. Overall, there was a significant main effect of maze 

type across all treatment conditions: rats trained in the walled maze demonstrated higher 

rates of adjacency [F (1, 2385) = 141.77, p < .0001]. This result is consistent with those 

obtained in the larger sample of untreated rats fi-om the previous experiment. There was 
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also a significant main effect for treatment group [F (2, 2385) = 56.18, p < .0001] that 

was primarily driven by the much lower rates of adjacency in sham control rats. The left-

right contrast for unilateral rats revealed that LW Intact rats displayed higher adjacency 

rates than RW Intact rats across both maze conditions [F (1, 1560) = 12.57, p < .001]. 

The breakdown by maze condition fiirther revealed that this difference is primarily due to 

a large significant difference in the walled maze condition [F (1, 923) = 34.23, p < 

.0001]. Rates of adjacency amongst the two groups of imilaterally treated rats trained in 

the runway maze condition did not significantly differ. Both LW and RW Intact rats 

made more adjacent arm choices in the walled maze, but the increase was larger in the 

L W Intact rats. The amount increase in circling from runway to walled maze was 9% in 

RW Intact rats and near 20% in LW Intact rats. 

As a further illustration of this difference, individual trials were categorized as 

"circling" trials if adjacent arm choices exceeded 90% and over 80% of the arm choices 

on the trial were made in the same direction. The percentage of pure circling trials for 

each group is also presented in Table 1. This table dramatically illustrates a shift in 

ninning strategies in LW Intact rats between the two maze environments. The percentage 

of trials on which rats circle nearly doubles in the walled condition, to the point where 

they are circling on almost half of their trials. RW Intact rats, on the other hand, actually 

show a slight decrease in the percentage of trials in which they circle in the walled maze. 

The effects of adjacency on the expression of reference and working memory errors were 

explained in the previous experiment. Because of the significant correlations of 
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adjacency with each error measure (reference memory errors [r^ = .64, p < .0001] and 

working memory errors [r^ = -.46, p < .001]), and because rates of adjacency vary by 

treatment and maze group, it was decided, once again, that adjacency should be co varied 

out of the analyses of reference and working memory errors. 

Stereotypy measured how often rats made specific arm choices firom given arms, 

and the method for calculating it was described, in detail, in the Method section of 

Experiment 1. The means are represented in a graph in Figure 8B. The omnibus 

ANOVA for the interaction was significant [F (2, 2385) = 134.39, p < .0001] with no 

significant main effect for maze environment. The main effect for treatment group was 

significant, however, [F (2, 2385) = 62.34, p < .0001] with the difference between sham 

controls and unilaterally treated rats generating the largest difference. The left-right 

contrast between the two unilaterally treated groups was not significant. A two-way 

ANOVA was performed on just the two unilaterally treated rat groups across both maze 

conditions and was also significant [F (1, 1560) = 259.13, p < .0001], The left-right 

contrasts for each maze revealed that in the runway maze, RW Intact rats had higher 

stereotypy index scores than LW Intact rats [F (1, 636) = 131.11, p < .0001], while the 

opposite was true in the walled maze [F (1, 923) = 130.13, p < .0001]. 

It is difficult to gauge the meaning of this interaction. In the runway maze, the 

group that had the highest stereotypy scores made the highest number of overall errors 

while in the runway maze the group with the highest scores made the fewest number of 
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overall errors. In the runway maze, both groups had nearly identical rates of adjacency 

yet significantly large differences in their stereotypy scores, while in the walled maze, the 

LW Intact rats showed higher rates of adjacency and stereotypy. Much like adjacency, 

stereotypy was significantly correlated with both reference = .33, p < .01] and 

working memory errors [r^ = -.41, p < .01], but not total number of errors \r^ = -.13, n.s.]. 

Furthermore, the amount of stereotypy varied with treatment and maze condition. This is 

a significant departure fi-om the pattem that was generated by the large sample of control 

rats. While the correlations between adjacency and the two component error measures 

are identical, the pattem of correlations between stereotypy and each measure has 

changed. In the previous experiment, stereotypy was negatively correlated with both 

reference and working memory error measures and increased with training. It was 

concluded that it reflected the development of an efficient route to acqiiire all rewards. 

After examining the correlations on a group-by-group basis, it was found that the positive 

correlation between stereotypy and reference memory errors was primarily carried by two 

groups: RW Intact rats trained in the nmway maze and LW Intact rats trained in the 

walled maze. Coincidentally, both groups made the highest number of reference memory 

errors in each maze. 

The correlations reported above were calculated based on the subject means. For 

example, they state that rats demonstrating high rates of adjacency also tended to make 

more reference memory errors. When the correlations are derived firom individual trials, 

they address the issue of how each arm choice variable varies with respect to errors 
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within a trial. The correlations were recomputed for this experiment and the last 

experiment and the correlations appear in Table 2. The final table (Table 2C) 

demonstrates the difference in the correlations. The two largest differences between 

samples occur for the correlation between stereotypy and reference memory errors and 

between stereotypy and adjacency. The dramatic switch firom a negative to positive 

correlation suggests that stereotypy is no longer reflecting accuracy but circling behavior. 

The correlations were then computed separately for control and treated animals. The 

prediction was that the treatment caused the discrepancy between for the correlation 

between adjacency and stereotypy. Table 3 presents the correlations for this experiment 

broken down by trials run by control and treated rats (collapsed across left and right 

sides) along with the correlations firom the first example. This table clearly shows that 

correlations amongst control rats in this experiment are nearly identical. The correlations 

for treated rats, however, show that the relationship of stereot5^y to reference memory 

errors and adjacency has changed. It was mentioned previously that the stereotypy 

measure could reflect either choice accuracy or circling. It appears that for treated rats, it 

is a measure of the latter. 

Given the significance of the correlations between adjacency and stereotypy, it 

was decided that the variance associated with both variables should be covaried out of the 

re-analyses of reference and working memory errors. The decision reduces the variance 

associated with non-spatial motor-based strategies firom the analyses of error 

performance. It was established in Experiment 1 that a higher rate of adjacency was 
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associated with increased reference memory errors (reflected by a direct correlation with 

percentage of adjacent arm choices) and fewer working memory errors (inversely 

correlated with adjacent arm choice rates). This same method was used for the analyses 

in Experiment 1, also. Only the reference and working memory error measures were 

subjected to the re-analyses, as the correlation of adjacency to total errors was not 

significant. The adjusted means are represented in Figure 9. 

The ANCOVA for the omnibus interaction of maze type by treatment side was 

significant [F (2, 2385) = 67.63, p < .0001]. The same interaction was significant for 

unilaterally treated groups only [F (1, 1560) = 135.09, p < .0001]. Because the onmibus 

interaction was significant, it permitted contrast analyses of unilateral treatment groups 

for each maze. In the runway maze, LW Intact rats made fewer reference memory errors 

per trial than did RW Intact rats [F (1, 636) = 104.73, p < .0001], while the opposite 

occurred in the walled maze [F (1, 923) = 39.73, p < .0001]. Contrasts were also 

performed across maze environments for each unilateral treatment group. LW Intact rats 

made significantly fewer errors per trial in the runway maze [F (1, 802) = 23.12, p < 

.0001], while RW Intact rats made significantly fewer errors in the walled version of the 

maze [F (1, 757) = 136.87, p < .0001]. The robust interaction of maze type by whisker 

treatment side in this analysis corroborates the results obtained from the previous analysis 

in which adjacency and stereotypy were not covaried out. Both analyses support the 

conclusion that in the runway maze, LW Intact (RH) rats made fewer reference memory 
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errors while the opposite was true in the walled maze. A similar analysis of working 

memory errors is considered next. 

The same ANCOVA was performed for working memory errors. The omnibus 

interaction of maze type by side intact was significant [F (2,2385) = 14.93, p < .0001] 

when including all treatment groups, and became stronger when the analysis omitted 

sham controls and only included unilaterally treated rats [F (1, 1560) = 25.24, p < .0001]. 

When the group means were collapsed across both maze conditions, trials nm by rats 

with their LW intact resulted in significantly fewer working memory errors than trials nm 

by rats with their RW intact [F (1, 1560) = 8.41, p < .01 (power = .83)]. When broken 

down by maze type, however, the LW Intact rats only make significantly fewer errors in 

the runway maze [F (1, 636) = 26.90, p < .0001]. In the walled maze, the RW Intact rats 

make marginally fewer working memory errors per trial than the LW Intact rats [F (1, 

923) = 3.27, p < .07 (power = .44)]. Contrasts for maze type within each treatment group 

were also performed. LW Intact rats made significantly fewer working memory errors on 

trials in the runway maze [F (1, 802) = 13.51, p < .001 (power = .96)], while both RW 

Intact rats [F (1, 757) = 12.29, p < .001 (power = .94)] and sham controls [F (1, 824) = 

5.99, p < .05 (power = .69)] made significantly fewer errors in the walled version of the 

maze. The pattern of means amongst unilaterally treated rats is similar to those that 

emerged for reference memory errors (albeit not as robust), when the variance associated 

with adjacency and stereotypy is removed. 
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In summary, the analyses of time and error performance in this experiment 

support both the established research from many labs and our unexpected earlier results. 

At first glance, the LW Intact rats make fewer overall errors than the RW Intact rats in 

both mazes. Certainly, when the individual component error measures were examined in 

the ANCOVA's, the LW Intact rats made fewer working memory errors in both mazes 

and fewer reference memory errors in the runway maze. In the walled maze, there was 

no difference between LW and RW Intact rats for working memory errors, but RW Intact 

rats made significantly fewer reference memory errors. By removing the variance 

associated with adjacency, the RW Intact rats made significantly fewer reference memory 

errors [F (1, 923) = 6.03, p < .01 (power = .69)]. As was stated before, the effect of 

increased adjacency on error rates is to increase the nimiber of reference memory errors 

and decrease the number of working memory errors. The removal of that variance, 

therefore, eliminated the difference. 

Discussion - Experiment 2 

Rats trained to forage for food in a selectively baited runway style radial-arm 

maze made significantly fewer reference and working memory errors per trial across all 

of training when they had their LW Intact (RH). The opposite was true in the walled 

maze. RW O^H) Intact rats made fewer errors per trial than their L W (RH) Intact 

counterparts. This predicted pattern of results is consistent with both the general RH 

superiority for maze learning and the unique LH superiority, reported by LaMendola & 

Bever (1997). Given that RW Intact rats learned diis maze better without any prior maze 
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experience, it is unlikely that the earlier LH and RW Intact superiority was due to any 

interfering effects of previous maze training on the RH. The interaction of maze type by 

side intact suggests that the foraging strategies associated with each maze were better 

learned in one hemisphere over the other. The analysis of arm choice behavior revealed 

that rats trained in the walled version of the maze (across all treatment groups) 

demonstrated significantly higher levels of adjacent circling. LW Intact rats exhibited the 

most dramatic increase in circling to near 85% of their total arm choices. Additionally, 

L W Intact rats demonstrated higher rates of arm choice stereotypy across trials in the 

walled maze compared to both their performance in the runway maze and to RW Intact 

rats. 

When comparisons were made across maze conditions for each treatment group, it 

was found that LW Intact rats made significantly fewer errors per trial when trained in 

the runway maze. They also ran faster and showed less evidence of the confounding non-

spatial arm choice behavior seen in the walled maze. RW Intact rats demonstrated a 

different pattem. They made fewer errors in the walled maze, but they also ran faster 

trials and showed less adjacency in the runway maze. Curiously, their stereotypy scores 

were higher in the runway maze, which further illustrates the earlier point that stereotypy 

may be associated with either adjacent circling and with perfect trials. A rat that 

continuously circles will have as high a stereotj'py score as one uses the same pattem of 

arm entries on an errorless trial. One way to discriminate between the two kinds of 

stereotypy is to examine how they correlate with adjacency and reference memory errors. 
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If there is a robust inverse correlation associated with each measure, as in the &st 

experiment, then stereotypy is likely an indicator of task mastery. If, however, the 

correlation coefficient is positive for adjacency and not significantly negative for 

reference memory errors, then it is more likely another measure of circling behavior. 

Interestingly, the pattern of correlations differed amongst treated and control rats in this 

experiment. In general, the pattern of correlations amongst sham control rats, in this 

experiment, was similar to those for imtreated controls in Experiment 1. Recall from the 

first experiment that rats trained in the walled maze made fewer errors and demonstrated 

higher rates of non-spatial behavior reflected in increase adjacency and stereotypy 

percentages. This pattern was corroborated by sham controls in this experiment, as well. 

Rats made fewer errors and had higher adjacency and stereotypy scores in the walled 

maze than the runway maze. When both LW and RW Intact rats were grouped as a 

single group of "treated" rats, they also demonstrate this same pattem. Treated rats made 

fewer reference and total errors in the walled maze while also showing increased 

adjacency and stereotypy. Working memory errors did not differ across the two maze 

conditions. 

It is possible to measure the importance of task demands by comparing how each 

unilaterally treated group did in each maze. LW and RW Intact rats excelled at the 

foraging task in one of the two maze conditions, but not the other. This implies that for 

each group, there was a maze in which their mode of processing was dominant and one in 

which it was not. If the skill-based theories are correct, then the unilateral groups would 
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behave similarly across mazes but not across groups. For example, if the RH is the 

"spatial" hemisphere then it should apply a spatial strategy to both maze tasks, since the 

actual task is the same. A theory that argues that task demands elicit asymmetries 

predicts the opposite, since the individual will select the most optimal and efficient 

solution strategy regardless of whether the strategy is consistent with the cognitive 

processes of the LH or RH. Therefore, the question is whether there was greater 

behavioral consistency across mazes within a treatment group or across treatment groups 

within a maze. The data suggests that it was the maze environment, and not the 

hemisphere intact, that affected the selection of solution strategy. Each unilaterally 

treated group, regardless of which side of the whiskers were intact, used the strategy that 

was demonstrated in intact controls rats. The varying degrees of success that each 

hemisphere had were dependent on how compatible the strategy was with the 

computational capacity of the intact hemisphere. 

In summary, using an experimental procedure in which asymmetries were 

induced by unilaterally suppressing whisker fimction in rats, it was found that lateral 

superiority varied with environment while rats learned to forage in a selectively baited 

eight-arm radial maze. In the runway version of the maze, rats with their LW intact 

made fewer errors during training, while in the walled version of the maze, rats with their 

RW intact made fewer errors. LW Intact rats also made fewer errors in the runway maze, 

while RW Intact rats made significantly fewer errors in the walled maze. This confirmed 

that an interaction existed for maze type by side of whiskers intact. These results help 
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resolve the conflict between an earlier reported LH superiority for this task in the walled 

maze and the general reports of RH dominance for spatial functions. An analysis of arm 

choice behavior demonstrated a significant increase in adjacency amongst all treated rats 

in the walled maze, however, the increase amongst LW Intact rats was double that of RW 

Intact rats. An analysis of adjacency behavior across ten-trial training blocks revealed 

that amongst treated rats, arm choice behavior was closer when grouped by maze not by 

side intact. This suggests that foraging behavior was controlled by the maze condition 

and not by the side of the whiskers intact. LW Intact rats did not behave the same across 

both mazes, rather all treated rats in the walled maze behaved similarly. This is further 

evidence that the behavior is dependent on the task demands. 

The final experiment examined the sensitivity to intra- and extramaze cues in each 

of the two maze conditions. Previous research has suggested that rats in a runway style 

maze are exceptionally sensitive to extramaze cues. Therefore, it is expected that rats in 

the runway maze will be impaired when the maze is distorted with respect to extramaze 

cues but not intramaze (e.g. hanging object) cues. In the walled maze, the predictions are 

less clear. When access to extramaze cues is eliminated or severely restricted, it is 

reported that rats are capable of basing arm choice decisions on intramaze cues. If the 

cues are dissociated with respect to their position in global space, arm choice accuracy in 

rats is adversely affected (Brown & Bing, 1997). The walled maze eliminates access to 

only some of the extramaze landmarks, not all. Therefore, the extent to which the walls 

might increase the saliency of the intramaze objects is unknown. The simple prediction 
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is therefore that rats should make more errors following distortion of the intramaze 

objects. 
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10. EXPERIMENTS: THE EFFECTS OF CUE DISTORTION ON PERFORMANCE 

IN UNILATERALLY ANESTHETIZED RATS 

Subjects 

Subjects were 127 different male Sprague-Dawley albino rats between the ages of 

90 and 120 days, bred in captivity at the HarLan Sprague-Dawley Farm. None of the rats 

had been run in any previous experiments. TTie breakdown of rats per condition is 

provided in Table 4. All rats were randomly assigned to a maze, treatment, and rotation 

condition. An additional group of 16 rats wetre run in an undistorted version of this 

experiment in the walled maze (6 BW Intact, 5 LW Intact, and 5 RW Intact). All animals 

were singly housed in the Central Animal Facility at the University of Arizona in plastic 

cages and maintained on a 12 hour light-dark cycle. 

Apparatus 

The runway and walled version of the= radial-arm maze from the previous two 

experiments were used in this experiment. 

Whisker Injection Procedure 

The injection procedure in this experianent was identical to that in the previous 

experiment, with the sole exception that all rats were injected only once on the final 

rotation day. Since rats only received a singloe injection during the experiment, the site of 

injection was fixed across rats in each of the iinaze and rotation conditions. The needle 
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tip was inserted from the posterior side of the mystacial vibrissae region. Sham controls 

were briefly anesthetized via inhalation of Halothane and revived prior to being placed in 

the maze. 

Procedure 

All rats were initially handled and had their weights slowly reduced over a two-

week period in a similar manner that was described in Experiments 1 and 2. Rats were 

first given a single orientation session that last for approximately thirty minutes. They 

were individually placed in their randomly assigned maze and allowed to forage for food 

that was randomly scattered throughout the maze. Next, rats were block trained in daily 

thirty minute sessions for as many trials as could be run in that time. No anesthetic 

treatment was given during this training phase. The maze was baited in the same manner 

as the previous experiments such that the three unbaited arm formed a ' Y' shaped pattern. 

At the start of each trial, rats were placed in the maze facing the baited arm immediately 

adjacent to the two nearest unbaited arms and opposite the third. All other details of the 

training procedure were identical to those described in the first experiment above. Trials 

were terminated when all pellets were consumed or when five minutes expired. If rats 

posted three consecutive five minute trials and less than three arms were visited on a trial, 

the thirty minute daily session was ended early and the rat was returned to the home cage. 

Incomplete trials were not covmted toward the analyses of error or time performance. 
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Following completion of the fiftieth training trial, the session was ended and the 

rat was returned to its cage until the final test day that occurred on the following day. 

The test day began with the whisker injection procedure for rats in the unilateral 

anesthetization groups. For rats assigned to the extramaze rotation condition, the maze 

arms, local suspended objects and rewards were randomly rotated firom trial to trial 

around the central axis, such that the north-facing arm (labeled arm 1) was pointing at 

any of the other seven potential arm locations. Rats were tested on six trials, on the final 

day, and each rat was assigned one of four randomization schemes for the six trials. Rats 

tested in the intramaze rotation condition were run identically, except that on each trial, 

the maze arms and rewards randomly rotated on each trial, but the rewards did not. The 

distortion conditions were designed so that for each condition, either the intra- or 

extramaze cues were dissociated with respect to the location of rewards while the other 

was not. For extramaze rotation trials, the rewards could accurately be retrieved if only 

the intramaze cues were cueing location, but not extramaze cues. The intramaze cue-

rotation distortion dissociated reward locations firom the hanging objects in the maze but 

not fi-om the locations defined by the extramaze environment. An additional smaller 

group of rats was trained in the walled maze and then given a final day of training with 

anesthetic treatment on an undistorted maze. The maze and room was the same as it had 

been throughout training. The only difference was that rats received the unilateral 

whisker treatment prior to the trials on the final day. It was included to gain insight into 

what each hemisphere had possibly learned about the maze during intact training. 
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Results 

The first analysis examined the fifty-trial training data for each experimental and 

control group. All rats were trained without any treatment and, while some variation is 

expected amongst subject groups of around 8-10 rats, it is not expected that they should 

significantly differ firom one another. This prediction was not confirmed. Overall errors 

were compared across all fifty trials of training across the 12 subject groups (2 maze tj^e 

X 2 maze distortion x 3 treatment groups) [F (11, 5818) = 9.81, p < .001], as well as for 

reference memory errors [F(ll,5818) = 6.23, p < .001], and working memory errors [F 

(11, 5818) = 9.40, p < .001]. Comparisons across each individual factor revealed that rats 

eventually tested on intramaze cue rotation made significantly fewer errors (across all 

measures) than did rats to be tested on global rotation. There was no significant variation 

in any of the error measures for any of the future treatment groups during training. 

Variation on these factors should represent random fluctuations and sample bias 

since none of the grouping variables were applied during training. The only variable that 

was consistent across training and testing was the maze type. Recall Srom the first 

experiment that untreated control rats made significantly fewer overall and working 

memory errors during training in the walled maze and marginally fewer (but not 

significantly) reference memory errors. This pattern was repeated amongst all rats during 

training in this experiment, as well. Walled rats made significantly fewer overall [F (1, 

5818) = 5.81, p < .01 (power = .67)] and working memory errors [F (1, 5818) = 13.13, p 

< .0001], but nearly identical means for reference memory errors. Once again, rats ran 
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trials faster in the runway maze [F (1, 5818) = 54.27, p < .0001], despite making 

significantly more errors per trial. Lastly, adjacent arm choice behavior was measured in 

rats trained on the two mazes, and it was found that rats exhibited greater adjacency 

behavior in the walled maze than the runway maze [F (1, 5818) = 228.53, p < .0001]. 

Because of the inter-group variation during training across all test conditions, it was 

decided that an analysis of raw error scores would be confounded by initial training 

performance. All error scores were converted to z-scores to circumvent the effects of 

proficiency during training. AU error scores for the rotation trials would be converted to 

z-scores based on the mean and standard deviation of error scores the rat made over the 

final fifteen trials of training. 

The omnibus ANOVA for the three-way interaction of maze type, distortion, and 

whisker side intact was significant for overall errors converted to z-scores [F (2, 885) = 

3.54, p < .05 (power = .66)]. The z-score means are presented in a graph in Figure 10. 

The first lower-order comparison that was analyzed was for control rats. The two-way 

interaction of maze type by distortion revealed a significant interaction, as well [F (1, 

316)= 15.05, p < .001]. Control rats in the runway maze made fewer overall errors 

following rotation of the intramaze cues, while the opposite pattern held true for the 

walled maze. The same pattem also held true for the same interaction in LW Intact rats 

[F (1, 283) = 8.89, p < .01 (power = .85)]. The interaction was not significant for RW 

Intact rats [F (1, 284) = 2.05, p < .15]. The analysis of the main effects of each variable 

for RW Intact rats revealed that they made more errors following rotation of the 
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extramaze cues in both maze environments [F (1, 284) = 10.30, p < .001]. The main 

effect of maze type did not significantly vary for RW Intact rats. The only left-right 

contrast that was significantly different for any of the maze-distortion conditions was for 

extramaze rotation in the walled maze. RW Intact rats made significantly more overall 

errors than LW Intact rats [F (1, 167) = 6.37, p < .05 (power = .71)]. None of the other 

maze-distortion conditions yielded significant left-right asymmetries. 

ANOVA's were also performed on the two component error measures. The z-

score means for reference memory errors are in Figure 11 and for working memory errors 

in Figure 12. The overall omnibus three-way interaction was significant for reference 

memory errors [F (2, 885) = 9.22, p < .0001], thereby allowing analyses of the lower 

order effects. Once again, two-way interactions between maze type and distortion were 

computed for each treatment condition, individually. The interaction was significant for 

control rats [F (1, 316) = 74.89, p < .0001], and the pattern was the same as for overall 

errors. Control rats made more reference memory errors during extramaze cue rotation in 

the runway maze and during intramaze cue rotation in the walled maze. The LW Intact 

rats followed this same pattern and their two-way interaction was significant, also [F (1, 

283) = 29.97, p < .0001]. The interaction was not significant for RW Intact rats, 

however, though the main effect for distortion was significant [F (1, 284) = 26.58, p < 

.0001]. RW Intact rats made significantly more errors during extramaze cue rotation than 

intramaze cue rotation in both maze environments. The left-right contrasts for the two 

distortion conditions in the runway maze did not yield any significant differences. The 
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contrasts for extramaze rotation in the runway maze revealed that the LW Intact rats 

made significantly more errors [F (1, 167) = 6.93, p < .01 (power = .70)], while the RW 

Intact made marginally more reference memory errors than LW Intact rats in the 

intramaze cue rotation condition in the walled maze [F (1, 106) = 2.83, p < .09 (power = 

.39)]. The two-way interaction of distortion type by side of unilateral treatment was 

significant in the walled maze [F (1, 272) = 8.74, p < .01 (power = .84)]. 

The analysis of working memory errors revealed the same within treatment group 

pattern of results exhibited in the overall and reference memory analyses, however the 

three-way omnibus interaction was not significant [F (2, 885) = 1.16, p < .31]. This does 

not permit statistical comparisons of the lower-order two-way interactions for each 

treatment condition. The two-way interactions for control rats and LW Intact rats, 

however, were both significant, while once again, the main effect of cue distortion was 

marginally significant for trials run by RW Intact rats. Unlike the training data, there was 

consistency amongst the patterns of errors across the different error measures. 

Finally, rats tested in the imdistorted maze had their data analyzed. The ANOVA 

for overall z-score error means across the three treatment groups failed to produce a 

significant difference. The analyses of the component z-score error measures did, 

however, produce significant left-right differences amongst treated rats for working 

memory errors. Rats with their L W intact made significantly fewer working memory 

errors than did RW Intact rats [F (1, 61) = 8.34, p < .01 (power = .82)]. The difference 
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for reference memory errors suggested that RW Intact rats made numerically fewer 

errors, but the difference failed to achiever significance. When error type was treated as 

a grouping variable, the interaction of error type by whisker side for imdistorted trials 

was significant [F (1, 61) = 7.53, p < .01 (power = .78)]. The means for z-score error 

means for LW and RW Intact rats are presented in Figure 17. 

In summary, control rats were more significantly impaired, with respect to their 

baseline performance, following extramaze rotation in the runway maze and intramaze 

rotation in the walled maze. L W Intact rats behaved in a manner similar to control rats 

across the same maze rotation conditions. Rats in these groups made more errors of all 

types during extramaze rotation in the runway maze and during rotation of intramaze 

cues in the walled maze. RW Intact rats made more errors following rotation of the maze 

relative to extramaze cues than intramaze cues in both maze environments. The results 

fi-om the undistorted maze condition suggest that the RH makes fewer working memory 

errors and the LH makes fewer reference memory errors in the intact brain. 

Discussion - Experiment 3 

In the runway maze, z-score error means for reference and working memory 

measures were much higher in trials where the maze was rotated with respect to the 

extramaze cues. Rotation of the maze relative to the intramaze cues caused a very small 

increase in reference memory errors over baseline and none for working memory errors. 

This result is consistent with the general claim that rats are more sensitive to extramaze 
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visual landmarks when representing reward locations in the runway maze (Brown, 1992; 

Mazmanian & Roberts, 1983; Suzuki, et al, 1980; Zoladek & Roberts, 1978). When rats 

are trained in runway mazes with both extramaze visual cues and intramaze tactile cues 

(uniquely textured floor inserts), arm choice accuracy declines when the extramaze cues 

are removed rather than when intramaze cues are removed (Kraemer, et al, 1983). 

Results from sham control rats in this experiment also suggest that arm choice was under 

the exclusive control of extramaze visual landmarks. 

The exact opposite pattern emerged for rats trained in the walled maze, however. 

Though the differences between rotation conditions were not as large as in the runway 

maze, rats trained in the walled maze produced significantly higher z-score means for all 

error measures following rotation of the intramaze objects. In fact, the z-scores for 

extramaze rotation in the walled maze are close to zero. This is not entirely surprising as 

the walls severely limited access to extramaze visual space and eliminated many potential 

cues. The results from the walled maze are consistent with the recent reports 

demonstrating reduced choice accuracy in enclosed or tunnel radial mazes when 

intramaze cues are dissociated from their spatially defined location (Brown & Bing, 

1997; Brown & Moore, 1997; Vollmer-Conna & Lemon, 1998). The results from this 

experiment are miique because they demonstrate rats' preference for intramaze landmarks 

in a maze where both intra- and extramaze landmarks are simultaneously accessible. 
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The resxilts from the control rats provide a context for interpreting the behavior of 

LW and RW Intact rats in each of the maze rotation conditions. It is perhaps easiest to 

organize the results first by maze and then by treatment group. Z-score means amongst 

anesthetized rats in the runway maze are very consistent with those exhibited by sham 

controls. Like sham controls, LW and RW Intact rats made significantly more errors 

following extramaze cue rotation than they did following intramaze cue rotation. These 

results further demonstrate the importance of extramaze landmarks to the solution 

strategies selected by rats to solve various foraging tasks in runway style mazes. The 

lack of a left-right asymmetry in this condition is a bit curious given that the L W Intact 

group learned the task better in the nmway maze in the previous experiment. An 

explanation of this lack of asymmetry is provided in the general discussion where 

specific foraging strategies in each maze are addressed. Though LW and RW Intact rats 

performed similarly in the runway maze condition, their behavior across rotation 

conditions in the walled maze envirormient differed significantly. 

LW Intact rats made significantly more reference memory errors following 

intramaze cue rotation while the RW Intact rats still made more errors when the 

extramaze cues were rotated. LW Intact rats made fewer working memory errors across 

both rotation conditions, and are perhaps the easier of the two groups to characterize in 

the walled maze. Much like the control rats, they made significantly more reference and 

working memory errors following intramaze rotation than extramaze rotation suggesting 

a greater dependence on the hanging cues. Their dependence upon intramaze cues in the 
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runway maze stands in contrast to their dependence on extramaze landmarks when 

trained in the runway maze. The pattern of errors amongst RW Intact rats across the two 

rotation conditions in the walled maze is qualitatively different from the pattern exhibited 

by LW Intact rats and controls rats. These rats make significantly following extramaze 

cue rotation. While this pattern of means across distortion conditions was similar to the 

pattern exhibited by RW Intact rats trained on the runway maze, the difference between 

conditions was much smaller in the walled maze. This pattern suggests that the LH is 

attending to both sets of cues in the walled maze. 

In summary, this experiment examined the effects of rotating previously learned 

reward locations with respect to either intra- or extramaze landmarks. LW Intact rats 

behaved similarly to sham controls and demonstrated an interaction with maze 

environment and rotation condition for both reference and working memory errors. Both 

groups made significantly more errors following extramaze rotation in the runway maze 

and intramaze rotation in the walled maze. RW Intact rats also made significantly more 

errors following extramaze rotation in the runway maze. In the walled maze, they 

continued to make more errors following extramaze rotation but they also showed a 

ntunerical increase in the number of errors following intramaze cue rotation. The results 

from the runway maze further support the argument that behavior in the maze is more 

controlled by the maze environment than the hemisphere intact. Patterns of behavior 

were more similar when grouped by maze than by side intact. 
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11. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

11.1. DIFFERENCES IN FORAGING STRATEGIES IN BOTH MAZES 

The experiments in this dissertation examined cerebral asymmetries in rats as they 

foraged in different radial mazes. A previous experiment in this lab produced an 

imexpected LH and RW superiority for an "spatial" learning task. It was hypothesized 

that this LH superiority emerged because of the unique properties of the learning task and 

environment. It was further hypothesized that different groups of rats adopt imique 

solution strategies for the same learning task in two different maze enviroimients. If 

asymmetries are dependent upon the cognitive processes used to solve tasks, then rats 

might employ a RH style strategy in one maze and a LH style strategy in the other. I will 

select results from across all of the experiments and organize them in ways that will test 

these predictions and construct an interpretation that is consistent with the general claims 

in the literature. Because there is very little precedent for the walled radial maze, the 

interpretation is speculative. The data may also be consistent with other interpretations. 

Those will be considered at the end of the discussion along with proposals for future 

research. 

One of the mazes used in the experiments was constructed with runway style 

alleys while the other svirrounded each alley with a 14" high wall. The dimensions of 

both mazes were identical and constructed out of the same material. A variety of objects 

hung over the entrance to each arm in each maze. These objects acted as a set of 
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proximal visual landmarks. The design of the mazes emphasized different kinds of 

information that rats might have used to locate rewards. The traditional runway maze 

allowed rats to use distal visual landmarks to locate rewards while the walled maze 

blocked access to them. Concurrently, the walled maze emphasizes the local features of 

the foraging environment including the hanging cues, scents, and any subtle textural or 

size irregularities associated with specific arms in the hand-made maze. In general, the 

walled maze provided a richer array of multi-sensory proximal cues to represent the 

locations of rewards in the maze. The perimeter walls also provided the rat a vertical 

surface for wall-scanning behavior. When rats forage in environments containing vertical 

surfaces, their routes between reward locations maintain close proximity to such surfaces 

to allow wall scanning (Timberlake, et al, 1999). The foraging strategies associated with 

each version of the radial maze are likely subsets of rats' natural repertoire under similar 

environmental conditions. For example, rats in the runway maze may rely on strategies 

that are related to open-field foraging, while rats in the walled maze may use foraging 

strategies appropriate to situations with environmental objects such as roots, tunnels, 

bushes, and so on. 

Results from two of the experiments in this dissertation unambiguously 

demonstrate qualitative differences in foraging behavior across the two maze 

environments. Untreated rats relied on different visual landmarks in each maze. When 

rats were trained in the traditional runway maze, they were impaired when the maze was 

rotated with respect to extramaze cues, but not intramaze cues. This supports the general 
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claim that rats strongly rely on extramaze landmarks to encode the locations of rewards in 

the radial maze (Brown, 1992; Foreman & Stevems, 1982; Suzuki, et al, 1980; Zoladek 

& Roberts, 1978), not intramaze landmarks (Olton & Collison, 1979). When rats are 

trained to locate rewards in radial-arm mazes with both intra- and extramaze cues, rats 

focus on extramaze cues (Diez-Chamizo, et al, 1985; Kraemer, et al, 1982). When 

untreated rats foraged in walled maze environments, they shifted their attention 

exclusively to the intramaze cues. Previous reports have demonstrated that intramaze 

tactile cues {i.e. textured floor inserts) can control arm choice behavior in tuimel mazes, 

when access to extramaze space is eliminated (Brown & Moore, 1997; Vollmer-Conna & 

Lemon, 1998). Our result is unique because it demonstrates the importance of three-

dimensional visual objects to arm-choice behavior where both intra- and extramaze cues 

were simultaneously available. The addition of walls to a runway style radial maze had 

the predicted effect of shifting rats' attention from visual information outside the maze to 

the proximal cues inside the maze. 

Performance was measured by both error rates and accuracy amongst the first five 

arm choices made on each triad. Rats trained in the walled maze made fewer errors and 

more correct arm choices with their initial arm choices. This was surprising since the 

nmway maze involves spatial map-based strategies. Possible reasons for a walled maze 

advantage will be discussed later. Underlying the dramatic performance differences were 

fiarther differences in arm choice behavior between rats trained in each maze. Two kinds 

of arm choice analyses were used. One set of analyses examined the consistency amongst 
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the specific patterns of arm choices at the beginning of each trial. The second set 

quantified the percentage of adjacent arm choices per trial. 

In the analysis of arm-choice patterns, the first five arm choices of a trial were 

treated as a single pattern and the niimber of unique patterns was counted for each rat. 

Rats trained in the walled maze used significantly fewer different patterns throughout 

training than did rats trained in the runway maze. Among errorless trials, rats in the 

walled maze used the same arm-choice pattern nearly 90% of the time. This pattern 

analysis focused on the order dependency of specific arm choices. A second measure of 

stereotypy examined arm choices, independent of their order in the patterned sequence. 

An index score was constructed for each trial during training that was derived fi-om the 

pattems of arm choices made over the final twenty trials of training. Rats trained in the 

walled maze had significantly higher stereotypy scores than those trained in the runway 

maze. Stereotypy scores increased with training in the walled maze and were inversely 

correlated with error rates. This suggests that stereotypy of arm choices reflected the 

consistency amongst arm choice pattems associated with task mastery. Once rats learned 

the task, they used the same predominant motor pattern to retrieve the rewards. 

Another analysis of arm choice behavior measured the percentage of adjacent arm 

choices made on each trial. Since rats trained in both mazes exhibited a strong tendency 

to maintain a consistent turn direction within a trial, adjacency was a rough measure of 

circling behavior. Rats trained in the walled maze displayed significantly higher rates of 
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adjacency compared to rats trained in the runway maze. Circling has been described as a 

non-spatial compensatory strategy that rats employ when unable to spatially represent 

reward locations on a map. Circling does not require rats to discriminate baited arms 

from unbaited ones because every arm is entered, sequentially (Foreman, 1985). It 

reduces the cognitive workload since there is no need to keep track of previous arm visits 

on a trial (Watts, et al, 1981). Olton (1977) also reported that such "response patterning" 

was common in hippocampectomized rats. Given the purported role of the hippocampus 

in both spatial (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) and working memory (Olton, 1977), circling is 

an alternative to any strategy that depends on either spatial or working memory. 

The strength of circling may vary with the task in the maze. When the goal is to 

retrieve food pellets from every arm of the maze, a circling strategy is efficient. Reward 

pellets are collected using the shortest possible path in the maze. Haga (1998) has 

directly demonstrated that circling rates in fully baited mazes increase with training, 

while circling rates in tasks involving partially baited mazes decrease with training. 

Therefore, circling may not necessarily be dismissed as a compensatory strategy when a 

spatial one fails. When it is appropriate, rats may leam that a circling strategy is optimal 

for a fully baited maze. Rats that were trained in our walled maze displayed adjacency 

rates that were as high as those reported by Haga for rats trained in a fully baited maze. 

The rates of adjacency for untreated rats across ten-trial training blocks are represented in 

Figure 4A. The graph clearly demonstrates the reduction in adjacency from a very high 

rate during early training in the walled maze (aroimd 80%) toward an optimal (provided 
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that the direction of arm choices was consistent across the trial) level of 50-55% near the 

end of training. This reduction in adjacency accompanies a similar reduction in the 

number of reference memory errors. Circling does not persist throughout training and 

when rates of circling decline, so do reference memory errors. Circling may reflect some 

kind of transitional step in the development of the optimal strategy, but not the optimal 

strategy, itself. The final solution may be a pattern-based solution that is derived from 

the initial circling pattern. Once rats leam to circle and avoid re-entries on a trial, optimal 

performance is obtained by learning to skip arms in the pattern that do not contain 

rewards. 

Circling behavior in the walled maze may also be derivative of a rat's natural 

instinct to scan the perimeter walls of the maze with their whiskers. There is a 

correlation, in the literature, between walled radial-arm mazes and high rates of 

adjacency in rats' arm choices. For example, Haga (1998) reports that rats exhibited very 

high rates of adjacency in mazes that were constructed with a 4 cm wall around the 

periphery and 20 cm high walls on one side of each arm to prevent rats from leaping from 

arm to arm. Einon (1980) and Soblosky, et ai (1996) also report unusually high rates of 

adjacency amongst rats that were trained to forage in "walled" radial mazes. Finally, 

Timberlake, et al (1999) trained rats to retrieve food pellets from eight bait locations in 

space. One "maze" was composed of flat sheets of Masonite laid onto the floor of the 

laboratory in the shape of a radial maze. Another maze was composed of flat arms laid 

out on the groimd with a 4 cm vertical surface sticking up from center of the flat sheet 
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marking the arm (as an inverted "T"). Adjacency rates were significantly higher when 

rats were trained in the maze with the vertical surface. In addition, rats were more likely 

to stay on the "arm" and follow the vertical surface when it was provided. When no 

vertical surface was provided to guide navigation, rats moved directly from one food cup 

to the next and ignored the outlined maze arms on the floor. When rats are provided a 

vertical surface, they seek whisker contact with it while foraging in an open environment. 

If rats adopted a similar navigational strategy in a walled radial maze, their arm choice 

behavior would give the outward appearance of circling. It is possible that what appears 

to be circling in the walled maze is actually normal foraging behavior under conditions in 

which thigmotaxis is encouraged. 

The arm choice analyses reported in this dissertation suggest that there is a higher 

degree of consistency amongst responses when rats are trained in the walled maze. It is 

possible that this consistency is derived from the circling behavior that emerged early in 

training. When the start location within the maze is invariant with respect to the location 

of rewards in body-centered "egocentric" co-ordinates, a fixed pattern of arm entries and 

skips is sufficient for accurately obtaining all rewards. The rat can identify the unbaited 

arms based on the hanging cues inside the maze. While this interpretation is consistent 

wdth the data, it relies entirely on correlative data. There is no explicit data 

demonstrating that rats solve the task in terms of a pattem. Results from LaMendola & 

Bever (1997), however, do provide direct evidence that rats are sensitive to the order in 

which arms are visited. Following training in a walled maze with a fixed start position. 
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rats were tested on a final day in the same maze with the same arms baited. At the start 

of each trial on the final day, the rat was placed in the maze facing a randomly assigned 

maze arm. Only if rats had learned the task as a pattern should they be adversely affected 

by such a manipulation. If reward locations were encoded by the visual cues, then 

performance should not be affected since the relationship of rewards to cues was 

unchanged. Rats were adversely affected by the random start-arm manipulation, and 

made as many errors when their start location was rotated as they did when the intramaze 

cues were rotated (represented in Figure 13). Changing the start location had as much an 

effect on rats as did rotating the salient visual cues in the walled maze. 

It is surprising that rats were sensitive to both the pattern of arm entries as they 

were to the visual landmarks. If the rat encoded the location of rewards with the visual 

cues, then the pattern should not be important. The decision to enter or skip the arm 

should be based upon the presence of a particular cue. Alternatively, if the rat had 

learned the task as a motor-pattern of arm skips and entries, then the visual cues should 

not matter. It is possible that the visual cues the two sources of information interact with 

one another to keep track of location in the maze. McNaughton, Chen, & Markus (1991) 

have argued that visual landmarks help the path integrator update the rat's perceived 

location in space. During a journey, the path integrator uses perceived self-motion to 

keep track of location by calculating the rat's distance and direction from an arbitrary 

reference point. This calculation is imprecise since there is inherent error in the 

perception of self-motion through space. This can potentially yield erroneous location 
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information. Landmarks that are bound to chart-like representations of space can help 

reset the path integrator or correct for such error. This might explain why rats are prone 

to errors in distortions of the maze with respect to visual cue or motor-pattern. 

Based on the data from these experiments, it is not clear whether the foraging 

strategy in the walled maze could be imambiguously characterized as spatial or not. 

Whatever strategy was used in the walled maze resulted in improved learning compared 

to the runway maze. Unexpectedly, rats performed better on this task when traditional 

spatial strategies were not used. Abstract spatial strategies (also called "allocentric" 

strategies) may be more powerful and flexible when used in a runway maze, but they may 

take longer to acquire than the strategy used in the walled maze. The "spatial" strategy 

used in the walled maze is highly specific to the task and the exact locations of the 

rewards in the maze. One possible way to examine specific pattern sensitivity would be 

to compare performance in an experiment where the start arm is randomly assigned 

across training trials. When rats begin each trial facing the same arm of the maze, they 

also begin in the same location with respect to the rewards in an egocentric frame. 

Therefore, it is possible to develop a single motor pattern to retrieve the rewards. 

Random start arm training eliminates such a strategy because rats' egocentric relationship 

to the rewards, at the start of the trial, varies. Therefore, if rats rely on such a strategy in 

the walled maze, then random start arm training should result in worse performance. The 

allocentric spatial strategy associated with the runway maze should be relatively 

unaffected by such a manipulation since the relationships of rewards and landmarks to 
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one another are unchanged. One of the chief virtues of such a strategy is its flexibility. 

Reward locations are relationally defined on the map by configurations of landmarks in 

space, and not by a sequence of movements. 

This particvilar experiment is planned in this lab. In short, when rats were trained 

on an identical learning task in two different radial mazes, they adopted foraging 

strategies that were responsive to the features of the environment. When rats were given 

unobstructed access to large extramaze visual landmarks, they used them to locate 

rewards in the maze, and showed little sensitivity to any local cues. This would be 

expected if rats had developed a purely spatial foraging strategy in which the landmarks, 

as part of a map-like representation of space, were used to guide arm choice behavior. 

When rats foraged in the walled maze, they were more sensitive to the local features of 

the maze. Additionally, there appeared to be a stronger motor-pattem component to the 

behavior that was not present in the runway maze. Measures of arm choice patterning 

and stereotypy support this interpretation. Rats trained in the walled maze may have 

benefited firom the decision to have the rat start each trial facing the same arm of the 

maze. This allows a simple but highly specific solution to be learned. The added 

flexibility of a map-based strategy is beneficial when foraging under more variable 

environmental conditions. However, since the task does not require a flexible encoding 

of reward locations, a map-based strategy may be overkill and take longer to acquire than 

the highly specific motor based strategy associated with the walled maze. Finally, there 

is potentially an even simpler explanation of why rats performed better in the walled 
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maze. It might be that the walled maze encouraged rats to use both their whiskers and 

their eyes to solve the task in the walled maze. Sensory input from two systems might 

develop an advantage based on the sheer amount of information available to encode the 

reward locations. 

11.2. ASYMMETRIES IN THE RUNWAY MAZE CONDITION 

One of the earlier predictions was that task demands indirectly influence 

functional lateralization by altering the cognitive processing strategies associated with 

solutions in two similar tasks. The previous section provided an example of how the 

identical learning task elicited qualitatively different foraging strategies in two radial 

mazes. Results from the second experiment indicated that the strategy associated with 

each maze was uniquely associated with a single hemisphere. Rats trained in the runway 

maze made fewer errors when their left whiskers were intact than when their right 

whiskers were intact. This result is consistent with the general claim that "spatial" 

learning tasks are associated with the RH. As long as spatial is defined as any strategy 

that depends on a map-like representation of allocentric space, the LW asymmetry in the 

runway maze is consistent. When rats were trained in the walled maze, however, RW 

Intact rats were superior to LW Intact rats, though the left-right difference was smaller. 

This result supports the previous results reported in LaMendola & Bever (1997) for a 

similar foraging task. There were some concerns, at the time of the earlier experiment, 

that the decision to include a training maze may have contributed to the anomalous 

results. The current results, however, prove that the learning task in the walled maze 
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elicits a RW asymmetry even in the absence of previous maze training. The addition of 

walls to a standard runway style radial maze led to a reversal in the direction of the 

expected left-right asymmetry. 

Demonstrating left-right asymmetries for error performance in each maze was a 

first step. Next, it is important to determine whether or not the LH and RH used unique 

strategies within and across maze conditions. If the left and right hemispheres solved the 

task in different ways, did their different strategies focus on different aspects of the task? 

Was it the case that the LH attended to the computationally more complex aspects of the 

task, as would be predicted by a multi-process cognitive approach to asymmetries? 

These questions were directly addressed by the data from the various arm choice analyses 

and the data from the rotation distortion experiment. There was a general lack of left-

right asymmetries for arm choice measures and cue rotation in the runway maze, but not 

the walled maze. Unilaterally treated rats in the runway maze showed no asymmetries 

for adjacency, number of arm pattems, or sensitivity to cue rotation. Both LW and RW 

Intact rats made significantly more errors following extramaze cue rotation in the runway 

maze than intramaze cue rotation. This same pattern was also exhibited in control rats. 

All unilaterally treated rats circled at much lower rates than counterpart rats in the walled 

maze, but there was no left-right asymmetry. There was also no difference in the median 

number of different pattems that LW and RW Intact rats used throughout training. Only 

the stereotypy index measure produced a significant left-right asymmetry. In general, 

however, there was a left-right asymmetry for error performance, but a general lack of 
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asymmetries on any of the arm choice or cue rotation measures. This suggests one of two 

possible interpretations. 

One possibility is that both hemispheres solved the task using identical strategies 

with varying levels of success. The universal strategy that LW and RW Intact rats used 

in the runway maze was simply done better by the RH. The other possibility is that there 

was very littie cognitive contribution by the cerebral hemispheres, at all. Specifically, the 

spatial nature of the task implies that learning in the runway maze is dependent on the 

hippocampus. Following lesions to the hippocampus, rats are unable to identify locations 

in space using distal landmarks, but they can identify them with proximal landmarks 

acting as beacons (Jarrard, et al, 1984; Olton & Werz, 1978). It is likely that the 

hippocampus was responsible for constructing and storing the map-like representations of 

space that encoded cue and reward locations in the maze. The cerebral hemispheres may 

have only provided the hippocampus with the sensory input required to construct such 

maps. Previous experiments reveal that rats primarily rely on extramaze visual 

information to locate rewards in the radial maze. Our results were consistent with such a 

claim. 

The left-right asymmetry for error performance could be related to percepmal 

biases for extramaze visual stimuli. Such biases are commonly reported in the human 

population for visual perception of level of analysis ("global" form versus "local" 

feature) or spatial frequency of the stimulus (summarized in Hellige, 1995). Many of the 
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salient extramaze landmarks in the room were very large (such as sinks, recording racks, 

and doors), and did not require any analysis of local detail to discriminate. If these 

landmarks were crucial to the solution strategy, they may have been better processed with 

the left eye (RH). The LW asymmetry for acquisition might be perceptual and not 

cognitive. Of the two possible interpretations, the hippocampal one has the most support 

from the literature. It could also be easily evaluated. Lesions to the hippocampus should 

adversely affect rats' performance in the runway maze but not the walled maze. 

11.3. ASYMMETRIES IN THE WALLED MAZE CONDITION 

Left-right asymmetries emerged for error performance in the walled maze. There 

were also significant left-right differences for the various arm choice and cue rotation 

measures. It was argued in the previous section that if a performance asymmetry existed 

in the absence of any arm choice asymmetries, it indicated a relative lack of cortical 

involvement. By that same token, the existence of left-right differences for performance 

and arm choice behavior suggests increased cortical involvement in the cognitive aspects 

of the task. It is first important to imderstand the interaction of arm choice behavior on 

error performance in the walled maze. The LH superiority in the walled maze is not as 

straightforward as the RH superiority in the runway maze, however. At first glance, RW 

Intact rats make fewer reference memory errors but more working memory errors, thus 

yielding no significant difference for overall errors between LW and RW Intact rats in the 

walled maze. This pattern is a result of the higher rates of circling in LW Intact rats. 

Only when the circling and stereotypy scores are covaried out does the overall 
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asymmetry emerge. This suggests that the performance difference in the walled maze 

may be less interesting than the arm choice differences. 

When rats maintain a fixed turn direction with their arm choices, 50% adjacency 

represents optimal performance. LW rats enter adjacent arms on 70% of their choices 

over the final ten trials while continuing to average over one reference memory error per 

trial. This suggests that they never achieved a high level of arm choice accuracy, or that 

they were unable to abandon the inefficient circling pattern adopted early in training. A 

further analysis of the nimiber of different patterns used during training indicates that L W 

Intact rats used fewer unique patterns than RW Intact rats (14 patterns to 22, 

respectively). When the same analysis was restricted to trials in which rats made one or 

no errors, the LW Intact rats had four different arm choice patterns while the RW Intact 

rats had six. This analysis strongly supports the conclusion that the LW (RH) Intact rats' 

foraging strategy was influenced by a consistent arm choice pattern that was likely 

derived from adjacent circling. LW Intact rats also had higher average stereotypy index 

scores per trial than RW Intact rats. Recall that this index complemented the pattern 

analysis by providing an order-independent measure of arm choice preference. Finally, 

performance across the two rotation conditions in the walled maze varied. L W Intact rats 

were more adversely affected by intramaze rotation than extramaze rotation. RW Intact 

rats, on the other hand, were affected by rotation of both sets of cues, though they were 

slightly more affected by extramaze rotation. In general, RW Intact rats made fewer 

errors throughout training in the walled maze, but this performance difference belied a 
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more significant left-right asymmetry in arm choice behavior. In general, LW Intact rats 

circled at higher rates and were more consistent about their arm choices. Each set of rats 

attended to different cue information. 

The waUed maze forces rats to develop unique solution strategies to a foraging 

task that takes place under equally unique maze conditions. If left-right asymmetries 

depend on the strategies that subjects use to solve a task, then it is vital that those 

strategies are well understood. That job is made more difficult, in this case, by the lack 

of precedent with this kind of walled maze. Not knowing the exact strategies invites 

speculation. The imderdetermined nature of this data allows for multiple interpretations, 

but I will offer one that appears to be consistent with the largest amount of data. Only 

subsequent experimentation will allow us to remove competing interpretations from 

consideration. 

The data from whisker treated rats support the conclusion that the LH and RH 

were paying attention to different aspects of the task. Specifically, the LH selectively 

processed the visual information and the RH processed the motor-based pattern 

information. RW Intact rats were adversely affected by rotation of either set of cues in 

the walled maze while LW Intact rats were only affected by intramaze rotation. This 

suggests that the LH was using all available visual information as part of its strategy. A 

later breakdown of the errors into their component measures reveals how the LH may 

have used each set of cues. During training, there was minimal evidence that RW Intact 
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rats were any more sensitive to a motor-based pattern strategy in the walled maze than 

the runway maze. Adjacency rates were higher when RW Intact rats were trained in the 

walled maze compared to the runway maze. This difference was largest, however, during 

very early training and became smaller as training progressed. Over the last ten trials of 

training, RW Intact rats in the waUed maze were even maintaining lower rates of 

adjacency. The arm choice pattern and stereotypy analyses revealed that RW Intact rats 

used more unique patterns in the walled maze and were less consistent about their 

specific arm choices. Despite the increase in adjacency over early training, there is little 

to suggest that the LH was attending to the pattern aspects of the task in the walled maze. 

The rotation data suggest that it was primarily concerned with the visual information in 

and outside the maze. 

The RH, by contrast, acquired the pattern-like aspects of the task in the walled 

maze. Adjacency significantly increased in LW Intact rats trained in the walled maze 

compared to the runway maze. High rates of adjacency persisted deep into training, also. 

This suggests that LW Intact rats were strongly influenced by a circling strategy. LW 

Intact rats also used fewer unique arm-choice patterns and had higher stereotypy index 

scores in the walled maze compared to both other LW Intact rats trained in the runway 

maze and RW Intact rats trained in the walled maze. This pattern of results across the 

various arm choice measures is consistent with a strategy that is dependent on a motor 

pattern. Further evidence is supplied by earlier data from LaMendola & Bever (1997) 

involving the random start-arm distortion in the walled maze. When a motor-based 
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strategy is neutralized with the random start arm distortion, LW Intact rats are more 

adversely affected than RW Intact rats (presented in Figure 14). Since the errors are 

displayed in terms of z-scores, performance across different distortion conditions can be 

compared. LW Intact rats were relatively unaffected by extramaze cue rotation, but were 

adversely affected by intramaze cue rotation. Comparison of the mean values of errors in 

Figure 10 suggest that the random start arm distortion affected rats more than intramaze 

cue rotation did. 

The cue rotation, and random start arm distortion data provide a glimpse into the 

kinds of information the LH and RH attend to in the intact brain. A comparative analysis 

of the errors in terms of reference and working memory components might help to further 

understand the kind of iirformation conveyed by each set of cues and the pattern. The 

component error measures reflect different kinds of memory for the task. Reference 

memory errors measure a rat's ability to leam the locations of rewards in the maze and/or 

the bait status of each arm. Working memory errors represent a rat's ability to remember 

locations that were already visited on a trial, or keep track of where it is and has been on 

a trial. An analysis of reference and working memory errors for the two cue rotation and 

random start arm distortion reveal that LW and RW Intact rats use different kinds of 

information to locate rewards and past visits in the maze. To make this point, it was 

necessary to present the component error data that was depicted in z-score format in 

Figures 11,12 and in terms of raw errors per trial in Figure 15. This figure also includes 

the raw number of errors per trial for reference and memory errors in the random start-
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arm experiment that was included in an earlier report (LaMendoIa & Bever, 1997). The 

mean number of overall of z-score errors per trial was presented in Figure 14. 

It was constructed by obtaining the group means for reference and working 

memory errors for each treatment group (LW and RW Intact) and each distortion group 

(extramaze rotation, intramaze rotation, and random start arm). Within each treatment 

and distortion group, the number of working memory errors per trial was subtracted from 

the number of reference memory errors per trial. This subtraction score is graphed in 

Figure 16 and represents whether a particular distortion resulted in more reference or 

working memory errors. Bars above the line mean that that condition yielded more 

reference memory errors and bars below the line represent more working memory errors. 

When LW Intact rats make errors in the random start arm distortion, they are more often 

working memory errors, while errors in the intramaze cue rotation condition result in 

reference memory errors. RW Intact rats were adversely affected by both intra- and 

extramaze cue rotation. This analysis suggests that rats were using the intramaze cues to 

encode reward locations and extramaze cues to keep track of their position on a trial. 

This graph is included to suggest that the LH and RH's solution strategies use different 

kinds of information in and around the maze to keep track of different aspects of the task. 

This analysis of the error breakdown also supports the interpretation that each hemisphere 

pays attention to different aspects of the task in the intact brain. 
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In the walled maze, the LH uses a relational strategy (possibly, some kind of 

allocentric strategy) to encode the locations of rewards, while the RH uses an egocentric 

strategy to keep track of movement through the maze. Both interpretations are consistent 

with the results, thus far. Another way to characterize each hemisphere is in terms of the 

general functions associated with different regions of the rodent brain. Two distinct 

cortical regions are generally involved with different aspects of radial maze learning. 

The prefrontal cortex has been associated with an egocentric representation of space 

(Kesner, Famsworth, & DiMattia 1989), the learning of the order of items in a list 

(Kesner & Holbrook, 1987), short-term memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1990), and motor 

planning (Fuster, 1991). The associative parietal cortex has been associated with an 

allocentric representation of space (Kesner, Famsworth, & DiMattia 1989), the learning 

of the items in a list (Kesner & Gray, 1989), and reference memory errors (Kesner, 

DiMattia, & Crutcher, 1987). There is also agreement that the parietal cortex may be 

involved with the coding of self-motion behavior (McNaughton, et al, 1994) or the 

integration of \dsuo-spatial information with self-motion information (Davis & 

McDaniel, 1993; Poucet & Benhamou, 1997). Each of the fimctions associated wdth the 

prefrontal and parietal cortex are components of the foraging task used in the dissertation 

experiments. 

Based on the data thus far, it is tempting to conclude that the RH is dominant in 

the kinds of processes associated wdth the prefrontal cortex and the LH with the 

associative parietal cortex. The data from the undistorted maze condition in Experiment 
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3 lends further support to this argument. Recall that rats were trained on the general 

foraging task for fifty trials with no whisker anesthetic treatment. Following training, 

they received one final day of training for six trials on an undistorted maze, but with the 

unilateral whisker treatment. This experiment examined the relative contribution of each 

hemisphere to the processing of an undistorted maze. No changes were made at all to the 

maze or the method of running the rats, except rats were trained with one set of their 

whiskers numbed. The data is presented in Figure 17 and shows the number of z-score 

errors for overall errors, and the two component error measures. This graph demonstrates 

that RW Intact rats make many more working memory errors compared to baseline (last 

15 trials of training), yet no more reference memory errors. The exact opposite pattern 

emerges in the LW Intact rats. Thus, the LH leams where the rewards are and the RH 

leams where the rats is, was, and possibly will be going in the future. 

Both kinds of information would be consistent with an allocentric-egocentric 

distinction in the two hemispheres. Reward information would be more efficiently 

encoded in a flexible allocentric representation. Given an invariant start arm across trials 

in the walled maze, an egocentric representation of space would optimally keep track of 

location. Both kinds of representations of space can keep track of both reward and 

movement information, but each is better suited to one particular kind of information or 

the other. Therefore, there may be an advantage conferred to the animal when both 

hemispheres' strategies are simultaneously active. Dual activity allows the information 

that becomes specialized in each hemisphere to complement one another when the intact 
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individual solves a task. Hemispheric complementar*ty can emerge from the interaction 

of two competing representations. 

An allocentric-egocentric distinction of the cerrebral hemispheres would be 

consistent with the general claim that the LH acquires the more computationally complex 

aspects of the task. By definition, an allocentric strategy encodes the relationship of 

multiple objects in space. Relations between objects are abstracted so that the spatial 

relationship of two objects can be computed relative t:o any point in space. This is the 

kind of relational process that Bever (198) argued was associated with the LH. 

Egocentric representations of space encode the locations of objects and rewards in body 

centered co-ordinates. This is a less powerful method of representing location because 

there is no level of abstraction, and characteristic of thie simpler kinds of cognitive 

processes associated with the RH. Thus, the strategiers associated with each hemisphere 

for this foraging task in the walled maze are generally consistent with the kinds of 

processes associated with each hemisphere. Specifically, the computationally more 

complex relational strategy emerged in the LH and thee simpler egocentric strategy 

emerged in the RH. 

11.4. FUTURE RESEARCH AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 

As stated earlier in this section, this interpretaiEion might or might not be tlae only 

one viable. Because of the uniqueness of the walled rmaze, there was no a priori way to 

predict how rats would forage. This led to specuiatiom interpreting the data. This work 
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represents a first step in a much more comprehensive research plan. Part of the larger 

plan involves gaining a deeper understanding of the specific foraging behavior in the 

u^alled maze beyond what the arm choice analyses and distortion results reveal. A 

flmdamental question is whether a rat relies on an explicit map-like representation of 

space to learn the foraging task in the walled maze. Untreated rats rely on an egocentric 

foraging strategy that is characteristic of map-based strategies. Is that because the walls 

prevent a rat from constructing a map, or because the rat leams that an egocentric strategy 

is both adequate and more efficient? Do rats choose to circle and develop a motor-based 

strategy or do they circle out of necessity? These questions all focus on the general issue 

of whether the general foraging task in the walled maze is "spatial" or not. The foraging 

behavior of rats in the walled maze is characteristic of a non-spatial strategy, but could it 

altematively be a spatial strategy that has been adapted to the unique maze environment? 

This issue would be best addressed with neurophysiological recording data. The 

existence and coding of place and head-direction cells would vmambiguously allow us to 

determine whether or not maps are used in the walled maze. If maps are used, it is 

important to know how they differ from those used in the runway maze. In addition, it 

would be valuable to know how maps change when rats forage in both kinds of mazes 

with their whiskers suppressed. The whiskers may be involved with the processing of 

self-motion information and proprioception in the rat. Both kinds of information are 

essential to the construction of map-like representations of space in the hippocampus 

(McNaughton, et al, 1996). We still do not fully imderstand all of the general behavioral 
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effects of whisker anesthetization in rats. Vincent (1912) has reported that whisker 

removal can affect a rat's vestibular sense, but locally anesthetizing the whiskers may 

have different effects than removal. The temporary nature of the local anesthetic 

injection does not allow rats to accommodate to the loss of input. Therefore, a rats' 

proprioceptive and ideothetic sense may be compromised under the influence of the 

anesthetic. 

Analyses of head-direction cell information have already demonstrated how 

vestibular and visual information contribute to a rat's sense of direction (Knierim, et al, 

1995; Blair & Sharp, 1996). A similar analysis of head-direction cell tuning would help 

determine if whisker anesthetization has the same effects as vestibular disorientation on 

behavior. One way to determine whether or not whiskers contribute to the perception of 

self-motion would be to examine the activity motion-sensitive neurons in the posterior 

parietal cortex follov^g whisker injection. McNaughton, et al (1994) has demonstrated 

that activity of cells in these regions is correlated to large-scale movements as rats forage 

in radial mazes. It would also be valuable to know how this activity generally changes 

when rats forage in the walled maze compared to runway mazes. 

The overall goal of the whisker research is to imderstand whether or not the 

whiskers, themselves, are directly involved with the construction of map-like 

representations in the hippocampus. If the whiskers are involved, do they contribute in 

different ways to maps constructed in walled and open environments? When rats forage 
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in walled environments, their overall spatial strategy may shift from one that is 

predominantly visual to one that incorporates the tactual features of the maze. Removing 

input from one side of the whiskers in a walled maze inhibits a rat from collecting both 

visual and tactile information. A rat that is unable to view extramaze visual cues and use 

the tactual information relayed by the walls, may have no other choice but to resort to a 

mnemonic strategy such as circling. This is not likely the case since control rats, with 

both sets of whiskers intact, appear to use a similar foraging strategy, however. In 

general, it is important to know if the walled maze requires rats to use information that is 

primarily transmitted by the whiskers (whether it is tactual, proprioceptive, or ideothetic 

information). If it does, then anesthetizing the whiskers would directly interfere with the 

construction of map-like representations of space. 

The study of cerebral asymmetries in rats provides insight to researchers 

investigating the same phenomenon in humans. Researchers who have previously 

studied asymmetries in the animal population, however, have been rooted in the skill-

based approach. In this experiment, we took a processing-based approach to the study of 

asymmetries that is normally reserved for study in humans and used it to test predictions 

in an animal model. Lateral superiority for maze learning in the rat varied with task 

demands. A multi-process cognitive approach to the study of asymmetries is best able to 

account for such a finding. A skill-based theory would simply argue that foraging in the 

two maze conditions arose from separate cognitive domains. We have isolated a single 

experimental parameter (perimeter walls) that can affect the direction of superiority for a 
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complex cognitive skill. We have also developed a non-invasive reversible method for 

peripherally eliciting asymmetries in rats. It is possible to use this model to test the 

effects of individual characteristics such as gender, handedness, or aging on asymmetries. 

Of particular interest is the effect of pawedness (lateral dominance) on functional 

asymmetries in rats. As stated in the introduction, rats are generally lateralized for paw 

preference at the individual level, but not the population level. Left-handed humans often 

display anomalous patterns of fimctional lateralization. It is unknown whether left-pawed 

rats are also anomalously dominant for various fimctions, as well. The experimental 

model presented in this dissertation could examine this issue. 

Recall that handedness was correlated to an endogenous asymmetry for dopamine 

in the brains of rats (Cabib, et al, 1995). This as3amnetry was also correlated with 

rudimentary motor behaviors like turn direction (Giick & Jerussi, 1974). Rats may also 

possess a dominant side of their whiskers that is also related to both turn direction 

(Milani, Steiner, & Huston, 1989) and pawedness (Bameoud & van der Loos, 1993). 

When rats engage in thigmotaxis, the direction they turn is dependent upon the 

asymmetry for dopamine in the brain (Huston, et al, 1986; Steiner, Huston, & Morgan, 

1986). Clipping the whiskers on their preferred side of turning stimulates changes in the 

asymmetry for dopamine in the rat brain (Steiner, et al, 1989). This implies that rats 

possess a dominant set of whiskers whose direction is determined by the asymmetry for 

dopamine. If this is the case, then some of the rats in our experiments had their dominant 

set of whiskers anesthetized while others had their non-dominant set anesthetized. 
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Because paw dominance was not assessed a priori, it was not possible to know which rats 

had received injections into their dominant set of whiskers. 

The only index that might have provided an indication of a rat's lateral dominance 

was its preferred direction in the maze. When rats exit an arm, the direction of their turn 

(clockwise or counterclockwise) was recorded. It is possible to sum up the number of left 

and right turns a rat made in the maze to infer its turn preference. The only problem is 

that the whisker anesthetization procedure may have artificially elicited a directional bias. 

Milani, et al (1989) report that rats will choose to turn in the direction of the intact side of 

whiskers following the unilateral removal of one set. Regardless of whether their natural 

tendency was to turn to the left or the right, they will immediately turn with the intact 

whiskers when the other set is removed. We examined this phenomenon in our 

imilaterally injected rats. 

Sixteen rats were trained in the runway maze that had no walls for thigmotaxis. 

Of those rats, only five showed a tendency to turn in the direction of their intact whiskers 

(2 LW Intact rats and 3 RW Intact rats). Of the 19 trained in the walled maze, however, 

12 turned in the direction of their intact whiskers (7 LW Intact rats and 5 RW Intact rats). 

These nimibers suggest that rats in the walled maze were more likely to turn in the 

direction of their intact whiskers when a vertical surface was provided for thigmotaxis. 

The bias is not as large as what would have been predicted by the data from Milani, et al 

(1989), however. It is possible that anesthetization and removal exert different effects on 
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this behavior. Another part of the future research plan is devoted to understanding how 

the endogenous asymmetry for dopamine affects the expression of fimctionai 

asymmetries. It is necessary to determine a rat's individual lateral dominance prior to 

being assigned a treatment group. If the rat is to serve as a model for the human 

phenomenon, the effects of lateral dominance on fimctionai lateralization must be 

understood. 

11.5. CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation is unique because it applies a multi-processing cognitive 

approach to functional asymmetries, normally associated with himian studies, to a rat 

model. By doing so, it enables us to challenge the long-held beliefs that spatial 

navigation is a cognitive function that is exclusively dependent on the RH or 

hippocampus. While this is not an entirely unique claim (Crowne, et al, 1991; Gron, et 

al, 2000; Habib & Sirigu, 1987), this work has demonstrated some conditions under 

which the LH may be dominant for spatial learning. When rats foraged in the runway 

maze, they relied on a spatial map-based strategy associated with the hippocampus. The 

cerebral hemispheres were not involved in the cognitive aspects of learning the task, 

since a map representation, alone, is sufficient. This resulted in no qualitative differences 

in arm choice behavior amongst LW and RW Intact rats. A performance asymmetry 

emerged favoring the RH, but this could be attributed to perceptual biases associated with 

the extramaze visual cues. 
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The analyses of arm choice behavior and cue sensitivity in the walled maze 

suggested that rats had adopted a unique foraging strategy that was less dependent on 

map-like representations of space. Left-right asymmetries emerged for all arm choice 

measures and maze distortion conditions suggesting a greater involvement of the cerebral 

hemispheres. The results are consistent with the general interpretation that the LH solved 

task using some kind of allocentric spatial strategies and the RH used egocentric 

strategies. As a restilt of these different strategies, there was evidence for high-level task 

decomposition. The LH's allocentric strategy may be responsible for keeping track of 

reward locations across trials while the RH's egocentric strategy was better suited to 

keeping track of arm visits within a trial. Each strategy is capable of representing both 

reward and movement information, however, one strategy is best suited to representing 

one kind of information. This allows for redundancy and overlap amongst information in 

the two hemispheres. 

This dissertation provides a cursory imderstanding of how the left and right 

hemispheres are involved with learning this foraging task. It also provides a strong 

foundation for future work. Establishing an animal model of functional lateralization 

provides researchers with another tool for understanding the human phenomenon. 

Experiments can be performed with animal subject that are not be possible with human 

subjects. There are still many aspects of this foraging task and whisker anesthetization 

procedure that must be further examined before it may be used as a model of the human 

phenomenon. It is important to better understand the foraging strategy associated with 
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the walled maze in control and treated rats. It is also important to understand the effects 

of whisker anesthetization on general spatial learning in the walled maze. Because of the 

whiskers' potential role in the perception of self-motion, the suppression of whisker 

function may have had some unwanted confounding impairments in the acquisition of 

cognitive maps. Cell-recording data could unambiguously confirm or refute the putative 

involvement of the whiskers in spatial navigation. It is worth noting, though, that the 

whisker asymmetry for this radial maze foraging task was also corroborated by a 

hemisphere asymmetry (LaMendola & Bever, 1997). Finally, it is important to 

understand whether or not lateral dominance for endogenous dopamine interacts with 

fimctional lateralization in the rat. 

In summary, this dissertation has demonstrated that a) rats use different 

behavioral strategies to locate rewards in radial mazes with and without walls, b) rats 

average fewer errors per trial when learning the task in the walled maze than the nmway 

maze, c) rats make fewer errors while foraging in a runway maze with their LW (RH) 

intact and in a walled maze with their RW (LH) intact, d) all rats (controls and treated) 

rely on extramaze visual landmarks to locate the rewards in the runway maze, e) rats 

locate rewards in the walled maze based on more local features, f) specifically, control 

and LW Intact rats rely exclusively on the intramaze cues in the walled maze, while the 

RW Intact rats are almost equally dependent on intra- and extramaze cues, g) LW and 

RW Intact rats generally use similar foraging strategies in the runway maze and different 

strategies in the walled maze, h) LW Intact rats rely on an egocentric strategy that is 
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sensitive to arm visits within a trial, while RW Intact rats rely on some type of allocentric 

strategy that is sensitive to reward locations across trials. 
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APPENDIX 

(C) 

Figure 1. Photographs of runway and walled maze used in experiments and 
schematic drawing of bait scheme. Figiire 1A is a photograph of the runway maze 
Figure IB is a photograph of the walled maze used in all experiments. Figure IC is a 
schematic illustration of the partially baited radial maze. Note how the three unbaited 
arms form a "Y" shape. The arrow represents the direction that the rat faces as it begins 
each trial. It faces the baited arm in between the two nearest unbaited arms and directly 
opposite of the third unbaited arm. Letters in each arm represent the unique objects 
suspended over the entrance to each arm of the maze. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of how the stereotypy index measure was calculated 
using an example frorni rat 040-340. The stereotypy analysis was performed on the first 
five arm choices that a rrat made on each trial (Figure 2A). Each trial was truncated after 
the fifth choice (indicated in the figure by a line through the truncated choices). The five 
arm choices produce fo -ur arm transitions. A transition is the movement firom the 
previous arm to the chosen arm. Four transitions represent the minimimi number of 
transitions possible on an errorless trial. The next step involved creating a reference table 
that tallied all of the chaoices firom one arm to another (Figure 2B). An eight by eight 
matrix coded choices fi-om the arm number associated with the row to the arm nxmiber 
associated with the coluimn. Because the interest was in the stereotj^y amongst the 
learned pattem in the naaze, only the final twenty trials were included in the reference 
table. Twenty trials ancd four transitions per trial meant that, for each rat, 80 choices were 
tallied, and then converted to a percentage. The limiting case would be a rat that ran the 
same pattem of arms oo each of the twenty trials. In such a case, four cells of the matrix 
would contain values otf 25%. Once the reference table was constmcted, it served as a 
lookup table by which every trial for a given rat could be analyzed (Figure 2C). The row 
and column co-ordinate=s of the matrix table represented the arm transitions made over the 
final twenty trials of traiining. If a rat went from arm 6 to arm 4, the percentage value at 
the co-ordinates for rovw 6 and column 4 was increased. Again, in the limiting case, if a 
rat ran the same trial that was mn repetitively in the final twenty training trials, the score 
for that trial would be 1 00. Scores of 0 were also possible. This measure analyzed the 
consistency with which, rats ran the same pattem of arm entries at the end of training and 
used that as a basis for liow often rats relied on that pattem throughout training. This 
a n a l y s i s  i s  n o t  o r d e r  d e g j e n d e n t  a n d  t h u s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t w o  p a t t e r n s  ( 4 3  2 8  7  a n d  5 4 3 2  
8) would be scored as very similar. The analysis does not require that the choice of arm 3 
firom arm 4 be the first, second, or third choice in the sequence. 
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(A) Trial Arms Entered 

1  1 6 3 5 8 6 5 3 8 6 5 1 3 1 7  
2  2 6 8 3 1 6 7 5 1  
3  3  6 4  1 7 6 5 7 1 6 5 1 8 2 1 6 5 1 3  
4 127456^ 

45 1 7  6  4  3 
46 1  7  6  5  4  3-
47 1 7  6  7  8  3-̂  
48 1 4  6  6  4  3^ 
49 1  3 4  6  3 4-7 
50 1 2  3 4  5  6^ 

(B) 
Current Arm 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.00 2-50 5.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 10.00 5.00 

2 0.00 0.00 3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.25 

3 0.00 1.25 0.00 5.00 1.25 1.25 2.50 0.00 

4 0.00 0.00 7.50 0.00 1.25 2.50 1.25 0.00 

5 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

6 0.00 0.00 3.75 11.25 2.50 1.25 1.25 0.00 

7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.25 0.00 1.25 

8 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.25 0.00 

(C) 
Trial First 4 Arm Choices Lookup Value for Each Choice Score 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 6 3  5 8  
2 6 8 3  1  
3  6 4  1 7  
1 2 7 4 5  

0.00+3.75+ 1.25 + 0.00 
0.00+0.00 + 0.00 + 0.00 
1.25 + 11.25 + 0.00+ 10.00 
2.50+0.00 + 0.00 + 1.25 

5.00 
0.00 
22.50 
3.75 

45 1 7 6 4 3  = 10.00 + 16.25+ 11.25 + 7.50 = 45.00 
46 1 7 6 5  4  = 10.00 + 16.25 + 2.50+2.50 = 31.25 
47 1  7 6 7 8  = 10.00 + 16.25+ 1.25 + 1.25 = 28.75 
48 1 4 6 6 4  = 1.25+2.50 + 1.25 + 11.25 = 16.25 
49 1  3 4 6 3  = 5.00+5.00 + 2.50 + 3.75 = 16.25 
50 1 2 3  4 5  = 2.50 + 3.75 + 5.00 + 1.25 = 12.50 
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ERROR MEANS ACROSS ALL TRAINING TRIALS 
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Figure 3. Error means per trial for untreated rats. The overall error means are 
presented alongside the error means for reference and working memory. Each bar 
represents the mean number of errors per trial with standard error bars. The graph shows 
that untreated rats make significantly fewer errors when they are trained in the walled 
maze. 
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ADJACENCY MEANS PER TRIAL 
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Figure 4. Adjacency means per trial for untreated rats. Figure 4A represents the 
adjacency means per trial when grouped across 10-trial training blocks and broken down 
by maze type. Figure 4B represents the same means collapsed across all training trials. 
For each training block and overall, rats trained in the walled maze produce higher rates 
of adjacency in the maze. The by-block breakdown illustrates the large difference during 
early training. That difference shrinks with training as adjacency rates approach 50%, 
which is optimal for a rat that maintains a consistent turn direction. 
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STEREOTYPY INDEX SCORES 
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Figure 5. Stereotypy index means for untreated rats. Stereotypy index scores were 
computed for each trial based on the method described in Figure 2. The means were 
calculated for each group and presented in 10-trial training block (Figure 5A) and across 
ail trials (Figure 5B). Rats trained in the walled maze had higher levels of stereotypy 
overall. The overall difference was largely carried by a large differences that emerged 
later in training. 
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ADJUSTED ERROR MEANS ACROSS ALL TRAINING TRIALS 

^ • RUNWAY MAZE 

H WALLED MAZE 

REFERENCE MEMORY WORKING MEMORY 

TYPE OF ERROR 

Figure 6. Adjusted component error means for untreated rats. This graph represents 
the average number of reference and working memory errors per trial that were adjusted 
by covarying out adjacency. Untreated rats trained in the walled maze continue to make 
significantly fewer reference and working memory errors per trial compared to those rats 
trained in the runway maze. 
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ERRORS FOR WfflSKER TREATED RATS ACROSS ALL TRAINING TRIALS 

OVERALL ERRORS REFERENCE MEMORY WORKING MEMORY 

HBW CONTROLS 
• LW INTACT 
QRW INTACT 

RUNWAY WALLED 

(A) 

RUNWAY WALLED RUNWAY WALLED 

MAZE TYPE 
(B) (C) 

Figure 7. Error means for unilaterally treated rats and sham controls. The overall 
error means (Figure 7A) are presented alongside the error means broken down by 
reference (Figure 7B) and working memory (Figure 7C). The means reflect the average 
number of errors made per trial across all training trials. Overall errors favor rats trained 
with their LW intact across both maze conditions. Reference memory errors display a 
significant interaction of side of treatment by maze condition with LW Intact rats making 
fewer reference memory errors in the runway maze and RW Intact rats making fewer 
errors in the walled maze. For working memory errors, LW Intact rats made fewer errors 
in both mazes, though only the comparison in the walled maze was significant. 
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ARM CHOICE MEASURES FOR WHISKER TREATED RATS ACROSS ALL 
TRAINING TRIALS 

ADJACENCY STEREOTYPY 

a BW CONTROLS 

• LW INTACT 

• RW INTACT 

RUNWAY WALLED RUNWAY WALLED 

MAZE TYPE 

(A) (B) 

Figure 8. Adjacency and stereotypy means for unilaterally treated rats and sham 
controls. The per trial means for adjacency (Figure 8A) are presented alongside the 
stereotypy index means (Figure 8B). The adjacency means show a significant increase 
for adjacency when all rats are trained in the walled maze, with LW Intact rats 
representing the largest increase to nearly 85%. The stereotypy means for control rats 
shows no difference across conditions, while the unilaterally treated rats show a robust 
interaction by maze type with LW Intact rats demonstrating higher stereotypy rates in the 
walled maze and RW Intact rats in the runway maze. 
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ERRORS FOR WHISKER TREATED RATS ACROSS ALL TRAINING TRIALS 
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Figure 9. Adjusted component error means for unilaterally treated rats and sham 
controls. This graph represents the reference and working memory errors means per trial 
when the raw means had the confounding variance for adjacency and stereotypy 
removed. 
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR OVERALL ERRORS FOR POST-TRAINING 
MAZE ROTATION TRIALS 
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Figure 10. Overall z-score error means per trial for landmark rotations in each 
maze. This figure represents the number of overall errors per trial following rotation of 
one set of visual cues. Errors are presented as z-scores. All rats trained in the runway 
maze made significantly more errors, overall, following extramaze rotation. The near-
zero means for each treatment group following intramaze rotation suggests that rats were 
not attending to these objects. In the walled maze, control rats and those with their LW 
intact made significantly more errors following rotation of the intramaze landmarks, 
while RW Intact rats still made more, albeit not significantly more, errors following 
extramaze rotation. 
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR REFERENCE MEMORY ERRORS FOR POST-
TRAIN MAZE ROTATION TRIALS 
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Figure II. Reference memory z-score error means per trial for landmark rotations 
in each maze. The pattern of reference memory error means across treatment and maze 
conditions shows iittle variation from that seen in Figure 10 for the overall error measure. 
Rats in all conditions are once again making significantly more errors following 
extramaze landmark rotation in the runway maze. The pattern in the walled maze is 
similar, also, with both control rats and LW Intact rats more impaired by intramaze 
rotation than extramaze rotation. RW Intact rats are making significantly more errors 
following extramaze rotation, though this difference is not as large as that seen for RW 
Intact rats trained in the runway maze following extramaze landmark rotation. 
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR WORKING MEMORY ERRORS FOR POST-
TRAIN MAZE ROTATION TRIALS 
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Figure 12. Working memory z-score error means per trial for landmark rotations 
in each maze. This graph represents the number of working memory errors per trial 
(represented in z-scores) cue rotation condition. The pattern of working memory errors 
resembles those for both overall errors (Figure 10) and reference memory errors (Figure 
1 1 ) .  
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR REFERENCE MEMORY ERRORS 
CONTROL RATS ARCOSS DIFFERENT DISTORTION CONDITIONS 
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Figure 13. Reference memory z-scores for untreated rats in cue rotation and start 
arm randomization distortions. This graph integrates reference memory error data 
from Figiire 11 with data presented in LaMendola & Bever (1997) to demonstrate how 
control rats reacted to three different distortion conditions in the walled maze. They key 
to the graph is the comparison of errors following intramaze cue rotation and random 
start-arm. The lack of a difference suggests that the order in which arms were entered 
was an essential component of the solution strategy. 
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR OVERALL ERRORS 
FOR POST-TRAINING RANDOM START-ARM TRIALS 

(LAMENDOLA & BEVER, 1997) 
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Figure 14. Overall error z-scores for random start arm distortion. This data is 
reprinted from LaMendola & Sever (1997) and depicts the effects of randomly assigning 
start arm locations on each trial in treated and control rats. All other aspects and features 
of the maze environment were identical to training. The only difference was that rats 
were placed in the maze facing randomly selected arms in the maze. Rats viith their LW 
Intact were slightly more impaired than RW Intact rats. 
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COMPONENT ERROR MEANS FOR CUE ROTATION AND RANDOM START 
ARM DISTORTION TRIALS 

• REFERENCE MEMORY ERRORS 

B WORKING MEMORY ERRORS 

LW INTACT RW INTACT LW INTACT RW INTACT LW INTACT RW INTACT 

EXTRAMAZE INTRAMAZE RANDOM 
ROTATE ROTATE START ARM 

Figure 15. Reference and working memory error means for cue rotation and 
random start arm distortion conditions. The raw error means per trial are presented 
above for LW and RW Intact rats tested in the extramaze rotation, intramaze rotation, and 
random start arm distortion conditions. Since a within-group comparison of relative rates 
of reference and working memory errors was relevant, z-score error means were not 
necessary. This graph illustrates the relative numbers of each error type in each 
distortion condition. 
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REFERENCE MEMORY ERRORS - WORKING MEMORY ERRORS 
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Figure 16. Subtraction comparison of relative rates of error type across distortion 
conditions. The number of working memory errors from Figure 15 was subtracted from 
the number of reference memory errors and the difference was graphed above. Positive 
values indicate more reference memory errors and negative values indicate more working 
memory errors for a particular condition. This graph illustrates that LW and RW Intact 
rats used different cue and pattern information in different ways. For example, when LW 
Intact rats made errors following extramaze rotation, they made reference memory errors 
and when they made errors in the random start arm condition, they more often made 
working memory errors. This suggests that each group of rats used different kinds of 
information to keep track of reward locations and movement information in the maze. 
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Z-SCORE ERROR MEANS FOR UNDISTORTED MAZE 

• LW INTACT 

• RW INTACT 

-0.5 -

REFERENCE MEMORY ERRORS WORKING MEMORY ERRORS 

Figure 17. Reference and working memory error z-scores for treated rats in an 
undistorted maze condition. The graph above presents the mean number of reference 
and working memory errors for unilaterally treated rats in the vmdistorted maze condition. 
No changes were made to the maze for the final day of training, but rats received the 
xmilateral injection. Of note in this graph is the fact that when LW Intact rats make 
errors, they make more reference memory errors. When RW Intact rats make errors, they 
make more working memory errors. This suggests that the LH focuses on the location of 
rewards in the maze across trials, and the RH focuses on where the rat has been on a 
given trial. 
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LW INTACT RATS RW INTACT RATS 

RUNWAY MAZE 25.87% 38.44% 

WALLED MAZE 57.20% 40.64% 

Table 1. Percentage of trials labeled as ''circling" for each unilateral treatment 
group across maze conditions. Circling was defined as any trial in which the 
percentage of arm choices to adjacent arms was in excess of 90% and percentage of arm 
choices in the same direction exceeded 80%. The number of trials was talUed then 
divided by total number of trials run for each unilaterally treated whisker group and 
broken down by maze intact. As the table indicates, there is a robust difference by maze 
type for LW Intact rats only. These rats increase the percentage of trials on which they 
circle by over 30% in the walled maze illustrating a dramatic shift in their arm choice 
behavior. There is also an increase in RW Intact rats that is not nearly as large. 
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Tables 2. Across-trial correlations for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The 
correl.ations were computed across all trials for untreated rats in Experiment 1 (Table 2A) 
and far all rats in Experiment 2 (Table 2B). The key difference across the two 
experfiments is how stereotypy is correlated with reference memory errors and adjacency. 
In the first experiment, the correlation coefficient between stereot3T)y and reference 
memcDry errors was large and negative indicating a strong inverse relationship with 
refere:=iice memory errors. This led to the interpretation that stereot3T3y was a strong 
predic:tor of task mastery. In the second experiment, the relationship between stereotypy 
is stilU negative, but the relationship is much weaker. In addition, the relationship of 
stereo*typy to adjacency went fi:om an inverse to a direct relationship. These changes 
sugge-st that stereotypy might now be more representative of circling behavior. 
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(A) Correlations for untreated control rats in Experiment 1 

Variable 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 
WORKING 
MEMORY 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 

WORKING 
MEMORY 

-0.58 

(B) Correlations for all rats (sham controls and treated) in Experiment 2 

Variable 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 
WORKING 
MEMORY 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 

WORKING 
MEMORY 

ADJACENCY 

ADJACENCY 

-0.28 

(C) Differences across experiments 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 

WORKING 
MEMORY 

Variable ADJACENCY 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 
WORKING 
MEMORY 

-0.09 

ADJACENCY -0.04 
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(A) Correlations computed across trials for control rats 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 

WORKING 
MEMORY 

ADJACENCY Vanable 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 
WORKING 
MEMORY 

ADJACENCY 

-0.65 

(B) Correlations computed across trials for treated rats 

Variable 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 
WORKING 
MEMORY 

REFERENCE 
MEMORY 

WORKING 
MEMORY 

ADJACENCY STEREOTYPY 

1 
•r- mm 

ADJACENCY 

Table 3. Across trial correlations broken down by control and treated rats. These 
correlation tables reflect the correlations for all rats run in Experiment 2 broken down 
into control and treated rats. The pattern of correlations across each measure for controls 
is similar to those seen for untreated rats in the first experiment, while the pattern for 
treated rats is much closer to that seen across all rats for the second experiment. The 
apparently aberrant relationship of stereotypy to reference memory errors and adjacency 
cited in Table 2 is due to the fact that the relationship varies with treatment. Amongst 
treated rats, stereotypy is more likely to represent circling, while amongst untreated 
control rats, it sill indicates mastery. 
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(A) RUNWAY MAZE CONDITION 

SHAM CONTROLS LW INTACT RW INTACT 

EXTRAMAZE 
ROTATION 8 10 9 

INTRAMAZE 
ROTATION 

8 9 10 

(B) WALLED MAZE CONDITION 

SHAM CONTROLS LW INTACT RW INTACT 

EXTRAMAZE 
ROTATION 13 13 14 

INTRAMAZE 
ROTATION 

17 8 8 

Table 4. Number of subjects per condition for Experiment 3. This table presents the 
number of subjects for each maze, treatment, and rotation condition for Experiment 3. 
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